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KNOX GETS $600

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Allotment From the
Subscriptions <3 00 per year payable ln Our
advance: single copies three cents
Flood
Rehabilitation Is Al
Advertising rates based upon circula
tion and very reasonable
most
Nil
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
Thc Rockland Oazette was established
In 1846 In 1874 the Courier was estab
The first allotments from the
lished and consolidated with the Oazette
ln 18S2 The Free Press was established $25,000,000 flood rehabilitation fund
In 1865 and In 1891 changed Its name to!
■„ „„„
the Tribune These papers consolidated ' )ave been made and lt is seen that
March 17, 1897._________________ ______ 1138 projects have been approved for
~

«.

"

‘Maine, with a total of $1,412,127. Out
<01 this impressive sum it appears that
How sleep the brave who sink -Knox County Will get $600. the sole

♦ to rest, tty all their country’s •••
* Wishes blessed! -William Collins ♦

,

.

. . ..... ,

P«>lect approved being the fish conM**
- servatlon Plant at Appleton.
! There is probably much about the
scheme that the layman doesn’t un
A BELFAST MEETING
derstand. but according to the Asso
Next Thursday Night, In Interest of ciated Press resume in yesterday’s
Proposed Steamboat Line
papers Knox gets an exceedingly
short end of the stick.
Plans for securing a freight steam
In the other counties the projects
ship line to run between Boston and range from five to 20 and the allot
Banger, with stops at Rockland, ment for each county, except Knox
Camden. Belfast and points on the runs well into the thousands.
river below Bangoi- will be presented
There is probably some simple ex
at a public meeting to be held in planation for this apparent discrimi
Belfast Monday April 27. Cham nation but there is no explanation,
bers of Commerce and business men simple or otherwise, as to why Knox
In Penobscot Bay and River ports in County never seems to get its share
terested will be asked to send rep of favors.
resentatives to the meeting
The Lincoln County apportion
Oeorge H. Thomas, president of ments are: Aina road. $7000; bridge,
the Camden Board of Trade and the $16,600; East Junction road, $5000.
instigator of the idea for the boat Edgecomb improve roads. $2,000;
line, with John McGrath also of Wiscasset, two bridges. $22,500; South
Camden, was in Belfast Thursday to Bristol, roads. $1975; Jefferson, roads,
call on business men and talk over $4000; Dresden, bridge. $21,250.
the plan of getting a company to
Hancock County—Amherst, bridge
start operations.
$12,000; Dedham, bridge. $7500:
Andrew B Sides, a former vice Mariaville. bridge $7650; Penobscot,
president of the Eastern Steamship bridge $8500
Lines. Inc., has promised to be pres
ent. Mr Sides suggested that busi
ness men in the towns and cities on i
Penobscot Bay and River should in308 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
vest money in the new line if one
New Management
could be secured.

AMERICAN HOUSE

Rooms $2.00 per week and up
Also Light Housekeeping Apart
ments
47’It

EN PLEINE AIR
Au Prinlemps le Caprice du Jeune
Homme Change aver Legerete a la
Promenade en Voiture

With a hopeful eye to possible
spring roamings by "Le Reporter
Errant." Nature Club Correspondent
2 writes in Parisian:
"It Is not astonishing that Bob
likes his automobile and that he
sings songs in its praise. A horse I
carries its master. The automobile I
carries Bob and the Roving Reporter. |
Neither lies to the other inor to the!
traffic officer). Come on. Bob. look
up your master.

‘‘Where did you get your
permanent? It is so soft and
natural looking!”
That is what people will say of
your hair when you get a perma
nent at—

VOGUE BEAUTY SHOP
TEL. 1123-W 84 PARK STREET
At this shop you have your choice
of FIVE MODERN Methods of
permanent-waving.
Our price
range will suit everybody.
47-48

DIRECT REDUCTION LOANS
We Are Now Making Loans On the Above
Plan and Will Be Glad To Explain Its Advan

tages To Those Who Are Interested.

HAVE

$25,000.00

LOAN

On Residential Property In
Rockland and Vicinity

ROCKLAND LOAN & BUILDING
ASSOCIATION
44S'f

LUT CALL!
on These Sensationally
Low Prices on

SOFT COftL
Household Soft Coal $1
Now per ton
Screened Soft Coal
Now per ton
(ALL LUMPS)

CAMDEN HILLS CAMP

The Qommentator
By Kerns Oliver

517 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND

TEL. 487

TO THE CITIZENS OF CAMDEN

Volume 91.....................Number 47.

WHAT FARMERS SHOULD KNOW

Doings Of the Triple C Estabi

lishment, As Told By "The

■

Sagamore”

Advertisement
TOWN MANAGER. I was certain- ( Manager should not be a politician.
ly amused at the letter to the editor but instead a competent business
which appeared in our local news executive, with proven ability. After
paper Thursday under the heading such a Town Manager has been en
"Herald Reader Praises Town Mana gaged he should always co-operate
ger," This letter came from a man with the Board of Selectmen in every
In Jamestown. R. I., not a citizen of way possible to efficiently and
Camden, and therefore not a tax economically manage all the town
payer. He never was. and further business.
more he doesn't know anything about
BOARD OF SELECTMEN. The
the conditions ln Camden. The two members of the Board reelected
town manager is certainly bad off this year are responsible for the in
when he will permit such a testi crease in lhe tax collector's salary
monial to be published. What do which was voted by them last year.
you think the Town Manager’s ex The tax collector has been called be
penses have been to the Town of fore the Board at my request for the
Camden in the last four years? They purpose of deciding what he intend
have been plenty, but there has not ed to do about returning this In
been any record kept that would crease of $200 to the town, and at
enable even the Board of Selectmen that time he advised the board that
to find out. If the truth was known, he would leave it to them to decide.
lt would, I believe, amount to over The rest of the Board left it to the
$1,000 per year. The citizens of two members that were responsible
Camden will not get any relief from So far nothing has been done about
such methods, until the Town chart it, and so far the tax collector is
er is revised, so that the citizens will still unbonded. Certainly no business
have a voice In how the Town shall could be operated successfully under
be managed, under town manage unbusinesslike methods.
ment form of Government. The
In presenting this, my concluding
citizens should at every annual town article on Camden town affairs. I
election, vote to retain or dismiss the want to say, in fairness to all conTown Manager, and if he is voted cerned, that the articles have apdismissed, then a committee should peared in The Courler-Oazette as
be appointed of competent business straight advertising matter, each
men to engage another Town letter being paid for toy me prior to
Manager, and under no condition its publication. The Courier-Oazette
should any politician be permitted to has handled the matter as legitimate
have anything to do with the engag advertising. Anything further I may
ing of any Town Manager. The Town have to say, I (wilt say ln person at
Manager’s salary should be voted by the next special town meeting.
the citizens at every annual town
Harry T Ousliee
election, and furthermore the Town ’ Camden. April 17

Two Payments Available Under the Agricultural
Conservation Plan

The 11th number of "The Saga
more," published at the Camden Hills
CCC camp, comes to the editor's desk,
Meetings are now being held on i farmer to obtain payment for work
showing decided improvement in its
Agricultural Conservation by Countv ■ done on his farm.
mechanical appearance, and filled
Herewith appears a list of the men
Agent Wentworth assisted by the
from cover to cover with an interest
who have copies of the Work Sheet.
county committee. The members of
ing assortment of anecdotes, quips
(They can be mads out by the farm
and knocks.
this committee are Harold Allen. ers and sent to County Agent Went
The policy of The Sagamore, as set
Hope, Ralph Crlpps of Camden and worth. Rockland )
forth in this issue, is to report the
J. Carlton Adams of Boothbay.
Soil Conservation County
noteworthy achievements of the Ci
Committeemen
Work
sheets
are
now
being
made
vilian Conservation Corps as a whole
Jefferson. Roscoe Cunningham,
out by the men covering 1935 crops.
and of the 1130th Company in partic
There are two payments availaolc. Wallace Spear; Camden, Ralph
ular; to build the morale of the com
Crlpps; Hope. Harold Allen; Som
pany; to make a permanent record
one on diverting land from soil-de
erville. Lloyd Hewett; Damariscotta,
of the foibles and the frivolities of
pleting crops to soil conserving crops. Norris Waltz; Newcastle, Eldon
the members of the Camden Hills
The average rate of payment being Hunt; Washington, Herbert Cun
Camp; and to get an idea, a laugh,
$10 an acre. The amount of land to ningham; Nobleboro, Bertram Rick
and a nickel from every man in
be diverted must not be over 15% of er; Waldoboro, Philip Lee, Poster
camp.
the total lg35 acreage in soil-deplet Jameson. C N. Light; Boothbay, J.
! The supervisory personnel sketch in
Carlton Adams; Wiscasset, Percy
ing crops.
this issue relates to John P. CasThe second payment is on soil- Hodgdon; Whitefield. P. E. Chancy,
peronis, who is a foreman in the Na
building crops. For carrying out Fred Law; Dresden, Mell Houdlette,
tional Park Service. He was formerly
recommended practices on soil- i L C. Bailey; Aina, Lon Jewett, Clarln the U. 6. Marine service and saw
building crops, amount paid shall ence Walker, L. E. Carney; Bristol,
extended duty in South America. He
not exceed an amount equal to the Sanford Weeks; North Edgecomb,
is married and has a home on Chest
number of acres of soil-building Edgar Smith; Appleton. Allle Pitman,
nut street. Camden. Baseball is his
crops on his farm in 1936 multiplied Roland Gushee; West Rockport,
hobby.
Henry Kontlo, Henry Keller; Union,
by $1.
The following “army overhead" of
Work sheets must be made out and Bliss Fuller. Herbert Hawes; War
the U30th Co. is given:
in the Exteasion Service Office, ren. Percy Bowley; South Thomas
Senior Leader—Forrest Smallidge.
Rockland, by May 1. in order for a ton, Axel Nelson.
Mess Steward—Elbridge Hutchins.
Storekeeper—Charles King.
Company Clerk—Karl Orunert.
Cooks—Philip Lonn. Zebediah Nor
ton. Paul Hewey, Clifton Lewis and
Laurian Rancourt
Hospital Attendants—Joseph Mott
and Frederick Ferris.
Carpenter—Howard Flanders.
Boilerman—Raymond Roberge.
"HUMANE SUNDAY"
LERMOND’S REPORT
Truck Drivers—Cecil Arrington and
Earl MacDougall.
Rev. Frederick W. Smith of Water-1 sweepstakes lottery tickets, and lnAmbulance Driver—Robert Condon Gov. Brann Issues a Procla-;,What Knox Academy Of vllle, superintendent of the Christian stallatlon of “punch beards would
You are irritated. "Who wants
Assistant Educational Adviser—
mation Which Has KindArts and Sciences Has
,, ,
»,
be obtained at the next session of
counted grass.
Who wants to
Civic League, urged the Maine Meth- j
WUliam
P.
Kelley.
the Maine Legislature unless spiritual
breathe checker-board air. Do you
ly Intent
Done the Past Year
odist Conference Thursday night to force8 unlted
oppose,
John
Camp Exchange Steward—Fred
need the mold of worn stones Co
erick
Boyce.
fight
the
liquor
traffic
through
th"
M
Arters,
D.
D,
superintendent
of
convince you of your religion? Does
Norman W. Lermond, curator and
Oov. Brann has proclaimed April
K. P.’s—Armand Ouellette. Charles
local option law in the Septemberthe Bangor District, presented the
an American honor culture when it
Richardson. Robert Oiguere. Louis 19 "Humane Sunday" and called for librarian of Knox Academy of Arts referendum.
composite report of the district suj is not fore-ordained for all? Are you |
less "wanton disregard" of animals by and Sciences has presented his an
Simon and Bernard Fitzmorris.
"Ninety
percent
of
the
people
doI
perintendents yesterday,
forgetting that it is your country, not
England, that is the World's most 1 Under the "National Park Service automobile drivers. His proclamation; nual report for the year 1935-36 To not know they are going to have a Other recommendations Included
chance to vote on the legality of ] consideration of church federation,
"Next Sunday, April 19, marks the the members he says:
democratic; that the land that of- { Overhead” come these men:
Crew Foremen—Lester Deleware. annual observance of Humane Sun
"The State, having accepted as a liquor in their communities." he said with exchange In fields of service
fers education and culture to more
Adrian Desjardins. Walter Katon
than a few—to every worthy child
da' by humane societies throughout gift from our association, the Knox Declaring that "you can't bring pro with one denomination given control
Frank Morse. Frederick Carney. Bnerv
in certain territories; a state-wide
bom regardless of the condition of
Arboretum, and buildings theron. has hibition back at this time,” he urged
Corbin. Wilbur Marsh. Darrell Pound. the country.
the ministers to gain dry ground, effort with pastors making the lead
the family puree—is not England?
“The records of humane societies added the second story and finished "town by town." as it was done in a ership in registering voters to
Keith Soper. Eugene Staples. John
' Her royalty? If you think carefully
Clark. Robert Clark and Theodore show that hundreds of thousands of the interior of the science and art recent Vermont election.
strengthen the opposition to liquor
i you wUl be able to form your own
animals are killed in the United building.
Smith quoted figures to show an sale laws, and minimum provisions
! conclusions about that—Yankee con- Moody.
Clerks—Louis Mathieu and Walter States by automobiles every year.
“Our Academy Association is to increase of 101 percent in revocations for salary and housing of pastors,
j elusions. And would you give up
Leavitt.
"Some of the casualties are un- have the use of the building, rent and suspensions of driving licenses I Rev. Chauncey D. Wentworth of
your miles of scrub country, your
Surveying Crew—Frank Burton, avoidable. Many are due to reckless free, and retains ownership of the for drunken driving from 93 to over Woodland, conference statistician, redeep woods, your undecided rivers
Charles Boyington. George Cram. I driving, to wanton disregard of the books, paintings and natural history 600 percent increase in drunkenness ported that in the last year 790 chiland your generous lakes, your casual
Elwin Knowlton and Lelond Wale - suffering that can be felt by animals collections.
in Maine cities and from 150 to 300 dren and 503 adults have been baproads, your wild mountains, the ln- ]
field.
1 as much as by humans.
“
Frem
now
on
the
State
will
pro

percent
in drunken driving convic tlzcd; prepared for membership, re
comparable privilege you have of }
Supply Room Clerk—Victor Ray“Humane Sunday well may be a vide ior upkeep and development of tions.
ceived 633 and now on probation.
deciding your own government—]
mond
day on which our people may give the Arboretum, and the lighting,
1434; full membership. 848 and re
Rev
John
M.
Arters.
superintend

would you give it all up for the things
Mechanic's Helper—Norman Perry thought to the matter of humane edu- heating and repairs of the museum ent of the Bangor District, and Rev. ceived by transfer. 291; total enrolled
: you are in the habit of thinking so
Blacksmith's Helper—Donald Row cation among our young people, the building.
A. A. Callaghan, superintendent of membership. 26.110 or an increase of
much better than these?"
Truck Drivers—Oeorge Campbell. I cultivation of tho6e finer instincts of
“Our Association will care for the the Augusta District, were elected 202; inactive members. 4448; deaths.
I die hard, and try once more:
Hazen Creasev. Harold Oothrow, Wil-. regard for human and animal life, librare and collections and will need delegates to the Oeneral Conference. 313; 272 church schools; officers and
"Admitted. But, well, labor condi liam Oulltfer, Leon Kennedy. Romeo j that such an education may become
funds for purchase of books, natural
Meetings of groups affiliated with teachers in the church schools. 2050;
tions. for Instance. There is less Pelletier and Alfred Roy.
the foundation of a greater highway history specimens; and for stationery, the conference Thursday included enrolled in all departments, 28421.
unemployment there than here, and
Tractor Driver — Wilbur Wiley, safety movement.
printing, typewriting and postage.
There are 306 church buildings, a
the Ministers' Wives' Association, tbe
] over there things are more settled. Joseph Pelletier.
"Efficient police service, traffic
"I shall now donate to the Knox annual meeting and dinner of the J decrease of five over the previous
What can you say for that?"
------------------guides and warning devices, all may Academy of Arts and Sciences, my en Ladles’ Aid Federation and the Dan-; year. The value of this property ls
Your answer is ready. “You have
AFTER MORAN’S JOB
aim to curb the toll ot highway tire collections, including 10,000 lots quet of the Boston University School placed at $2.232 400 ; 85 parsonages,
much to forgive your young country.
-------! tragedies, but the ony permanent of shells, many marine specimens of of Theology this evening.
with $575,870 value; other property
< as she has much to forgive you.
Augusta Ex-Mayor Likely1 progress must start upon a basis of corals, sponges, crabs, sea-urchins,
Mrs Ada P Lewin of Houlton was valued at $687,752; spent for building
America often has headaches caused
•r
.i
i
• .
i humane education in the growing etc.; a large collection of Maine and re-elected president of the Ladies' and improvements, $28,621; old in
To Oppose the Lewiston 8enerations
from disturbing masses of aliens—
foreign minerals and fossils; alco Aid Federation. Other federation debtedness, not interest. $14,695;
she will find her own remedy In , Ex-Mayor
“Programs
dedicated to this holic specimens of snakes, worms and officers elected were; Mrs. Carlton present Indebtedness $183,673.
time. If she skids a bit now and
-------I thought and preservation of human marine animals; and my library of Rand of Augusta, vice president;
The lay conference elected these
Nomination papers are in circula and animal life on the highways,
then, it is due to the fact that she.
books and pamphlets, numbering at Mrs Oordon Roberts Sanford, treas officers; Clinton D. Baldwin of Ban
tion
at
Augusta
for
Ernest
L.
McLean
unlike her mother-country, is not
may profitably be undertaken ln our least 1000 volumes.
urer; Miss Mary E. Gooding. Augus gor. president; C. E Bailey of North
settled into old grooves. You have as a candidate for the Democratic] day schools and Sunday schools and
“Now that we have a fireproof sci ta, corresponding secretary; Mrs Anson, secretary; Mrs. Jennie P.
been through good times together, nomination to the Second District by civic and patriotic organizations ence and art building, furnished in
Theresa Tosier, Patten, secretary White of Machias, treasurer. Vice
and bad. You will someday see the seat ln the National House of Repre in regular or special meetings.”
side and out, with ample wall and pro tern.
presidents of the districts are C. E.
end of this, together. Meanwhile, sentatives.
floor-space for some time to come,
Warning
that
legislation
favoring
Dow of Augusta, Dr Walter Russell
McLean, a one-time Democratic
although you look with envy at other
we solicit donations of books, paint pari-mutuel betting on horse races.: of Oorham and Mrs. J. L.. Russell of
MAXCY PRESIDENT
J employment records than your own, gubernatorial candidate, said he was
ings. and natural history specimens. so-called "bank nights,” sale of! Washburn.
you will remember how different are aware the papers were being circu
"We have the Gaines' collection of
Warren
Principal
Heads
The
American standards of living ln all lated, but refused to say definitely
8000 lots of shells and his valuable
ATTENTION LEGIONNAIRES
FERRYBOAT NAMED
Science Teachers Of Three books on conchology; collections do
"classes" from those of the rest of whether he was a candidate.
If
McLean
obtained
the
required
the world; and after the comparison
A Knox County American Legion
nated by Willis Snow, Rev. J. Edward
Counties
you will smile at the take-lt-for- 1000 to 1800 signatures before April
Newton. Mrs. Orace (Lermond) Craft Nearing Completion At get-together will be held in Camden
granted Yankee attitude that comes 20. when all nomination papers must
with Arey-Heal Post on the night of
A very interesting and important Wyllie, Charles Creighton, Sr.. MLss
Snow Yard Named For
from being long-accustomed to free be on file, he would oppose Dr. Rob meeting was held at tiie Rockland Celia M. Compton. E M. Bailey. W
April 23. Supper will be served at
dom and comparative plenty, and all ert J. Wiseman of Lewiston in the High School building Wednesday D. Nevel, L. E. Fogg. M. L. Keith.
Gov. Brann
6 30.
Department
Commander
the hundreds of enviable conditions June primaries.
Southard and Max Stoddard of the
night when the science teachers of Niven C. Kalloch, John H. Lovell, C.
The congressional seat now is oc Knox. Lincoln and Waldo Counties
that I think you don't quite appreci
Islesboro's new ferryboat will be Veterans Bureau will be present. A
C. Lufkin, James A. Lurvey, Prof.
cupied by Edward C. Moran. Jr., who organized themselves as members of
ate.”
Warren K. Moorehead. Palmer, the named The Governor Brann and an short entertainment has been ar
"Oh, but I do!" 1 insist. “If I recently withdrew his candidacy for the Department of Science Instruc Jeweler, Stanley Perham. Perien S. Islesboro girl will endow the craft ranged. From what has been heard
from the committee in charge It
could I would see the others, but this renomination.
tion of the National Education As Dudley,. Howard M. Irish, Capt. Kane,
with the name of Maine's chief ex should be a ripping good time. All
sociation.
one does beat them all.”
Wilbur P. Strong. Mrs. Oeorge K
In business three things are nec
This society has already organized Merrill, Director Dorr, of U. S. Fish- ecutive at a public christening when Legionnaires from Knox County are
You grin triumphantly. “Then
show lt. Be proud of it. Never let essary, knowledge, temper, and in 43 of the States of the Union, in Hatchery, Boothbay Harbor; Hon she is ready to leave the ways at the Invited.
cluding Alaska.
The purpose is Frederick W. Ooding. Ruth L. Oaines. I. L. Snow Company's yards. This
your interest in her lag. Never be time. —Feltham.
for Improved methods in science Mrs. Harriet M. Pickett (Maine Music honor is to be decided by popular
afraid of constructive criticism for
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
APPLICATION AND NOTICE FOR
teaching along with closer relations Store), John C. Parlin, James Burg
her; and use your privilege of free
FISH WEIR
vote through the medium of the mo
II I had my life to live again I would
speech to a good advantage. But To the Municipal omcers of the Town and exchange of ideas in connection graf, Gilbert 8. Banks, Dr. William J
have made a rule to read some poetry
of Vlnalhaven:
tion picture theatre at Islesboro.
with
science.
Clench.
John
H
Brubaker.
Miss
Julia
don’t copy John Bull. He has done
and
listen lo some music at least once
Respectfully represents Ira L. Mac
of Vlnalhaven. that he desires
Leslie Rolerson, theatre manage’, a week. The loss of these tastes is a
The officers of the Department ot L. Hills, Albert Merchant and E. L.
[ nothing for you and is hardly woTth Donald
loss
ot
happiness. —Charles Darwin.
to erect and maintain a Fish Weir ln
has announced that all persons at
that form of flattery, while Uncle the waters of said town of Vlnalhaven. Science Instruction of the National Brown.
and located as follows:
CONCORD HYMN
"To simplify the work, Miss Ada C tending the theatre will be given an
Sam with ycur help is always doing
Beginning on the northern shore of Education Association in this section
By the rude bridge that arched the flood.
Roberts
Harbor
(so-called)
at
Dushane's
are:
Burpee
will
serve
as
recording
secre

his best. America, without the Hill and running ln a southerly direc
opportunity to vote on their choice Their flag to Aprils breeze unfurled.
President—Horace Maxey, Warren tary. while I will act as financial and
Here once the embattled farmers stood.
shade of a doubt, is Ood’s country tion 1000 ft. more or less there being
And fired the shot heard round the
18 ft of water more or leas at mean High School.
corresponding secretary, and Miss of the most popular girl in town. The
—the best on earth.”
world.
low tide, and asks your permit and
girl
getting
the
most
votes
gets
the
license to build said proposed weir.
First Vice Chairman — William Lenore Benner, secretary of the
The foe long since In silence slept;
IRA L MacDONALD
Rockland Chamber of Commerce, will assignment to break a bottle over the Alike the conqueror silent sleeps;
Upon the foregoing petition, ordered Thomas, Union High School.
And Time thc ruined bridge has swept
that Public Notice be given, by publish
Second
Vice
Chairman
—
John
Dur

bow of the new boat.
serve
as treasurer.
Down the dark stream which sea
ing a copy thereotf ln the Courlerward creeps.
Oazette. a newspaper published In Knox rell, Rockland High School.
The launching and christening will
"The Annual State Field Meeting
County, at least three days before the
Secretary-Treasurer
—
Samuel
Sezak
be
made
the
object
of
a
gala
day
for
will
be
held
this
year
in
the
Arbore

On
this
green bank, by this soft stream.
22nd. day of April A. D. 1936. Upon
We set today a votive stone;
which day at 10 o’clock. A. M. a hearing Rockland High School.
tum
on
Wednesday,
Aug.
19.
Dedica

Islesboro
citizens.
A
boat
will
be
(They Are Tested)
That
memory
may their deed redeem.
wlll be given upon said petition, to thc
end that all persons may have full op
tion of the Science and Art Building. chartered to take all who care to When, like our sires, our sons ara
gone.
portunity to show cause why such per
I don’t believe in having anything Thursday, Aug. 20."
attend. The present plan is to have
mit should not be granted
Spirit, that made those heroes dare
James Smith
but strong convictions on the im
the
excursion
party
conveyed
to
Lin

To die. and leave their children free.
Curtis Webster
408 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
portant. basic things of life —John
If you would create something, you colnville and then have a bus take Bid Time and Nature gently spare
M N. Chilles
The
shaft we raise to them and thee.
Selectmen
of
Vlnalhaven
45-50
must be something. —Goethe.
them from that point to Rockland.
—Ralph Waldo Emerson
4J-47 J. Pershing.

Is England more advanced than
America? Should our cousin be given
the respect we fail to give ourselves?
“Oh no," you say.
"But consider, for instance, Eng
lish llteraiure,” I insist. "Consider
her poetry!"
“And is it ‘better than America’s?”
you demand.
“But of course. You must admit
It is."
“Why do you think that?” you ask.
“Wait a minute, let me answer. Only
because you have been told that.
Only because you have learned it as
a lesson. You must think American,
not British opinion."
“But the old masters," I insist, “the
laureates!"
"It is to our discredit that we have
no laureates," you answer regretful
ly, "but we have our masters. And If
these masters copied their older
cousins as you would have them, you
would be sickened with the senti
mentality, end impatient with the
style. You would miss the appeal of
crisp Americanism in perfumed and
over-dressed phrases.”
"Remember," you continue, “you
are American. You are essentially a
lover of strong winds and broad
fields. Your tastes are for big things.
Trivialities would suffocate you.”
Stubborn. I am not convinced. "But
certalrtly we must honor that mother
country of ours—her great cathe
drals. her ancient cities, her culture,
her royalty, her tidy villages and
minutely-planned meadows; even
the grass close-cropped as if every
blade were counted."

BRECK’S SEEDS

M. B. & C 0. PERRY

THREE CENTS A COPY

Rockland, Maine ^Saturday, April 18, 1936

Crie Hardware Co.

THE METHODIST CONFERENCE

Ministers Warned Of Some Things That May
Happen At the Next Legislature

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, April 18, 1936
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THE GRADE PUPILS

The Courier-Gazette
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Won Public Acclaim In Op

Look not every man on hls own
things, but every man also on the
things of others. —Phil. 2: 4.

eretta “The Princess Has

a Birthday"

Dmot /Am tAe

tvi/A/Ae^^PTTDDTMO//

Cochran, Baker & Cross
Est. 1853

—

Rockland

Thursday night found the High
inz
~_______
School auditorium well filled witli i
THE MEN’S LEAGUE
eager and admiring parents and
friends to witness the second portion
E. L. Brown I alks About
of the annual Spring Festival of
/ETNA INSURANCE COMPANY
THE CONNECTICUT FIRE IN*. CO
f- lorida and Venice and Ex
•
Hartford, Conn.
Hartford, Conn.
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Boardman, Carolyn Webster, Lesli? . The need for changing motor oil Surplus over all Liabilities 102.549 07,8Surplus over all Liabilities 3.356.664 37
largest fish from Biscay Pond. Fif
Nelson, Sylvia Christofferson, Philip ' wlth th? changing seasons has been Total Liabilities and Surplus *396 912 43 Total
T
the Grand Canal, and trade in tlie 1 river.
Liabilities and Surplus *6.758.940 41
41-8-47
41-S-47
One of the best stories, wc thought, teen piece set of glassware for heavi
Johnson.
Rialto section.
pretty well impressed upon the
Mr. Brown's paintings evoked much was of the circus caravan that was est square tail trout and salmon. Two
motoring public, but few car owners
admiration, and were explained in | journeying east Before the days of dollars for largest perch from Biscay
are aware that the Gulf refineries in
ROCKVILLE
language quite devoid of the techni the Knox and Lincoln Railroad the Pond.
various parts of the country, keeping
cal. One heard about complimentary enterprising managers were obliged
A stubborn chimney fire at Addison an eye on the calendar and weather
colors and balance, and learned what to blaze their own trails. What a
NORTH WARREN
Collamore's home nearly caused seri condition, automatically change the
This i? going to be a very sporty year in the line of Men's and
the terms meant. At the close Mr. ' thrilling spectacle that must have
ous damage recently. The coolness properties of gasoline to insure the
Several White Oak Grange mem
Boys’ Furnishings. Snappy style* and patterns in almost every
Brown was quite swamped with con- been to young and old—a circus
and quick work of Mrs. Collamore who test ar.d most economical ]jerforparade going by one's very own door! bers attended the union meeting of
thing. They are very attractive. We'd like to have you see them.
grNtulations.
was alone when the fire was discov mance according to the season. The
When one such caravan reached Seven Tree. Evening Star and Pio
The League voted to send a delega
ered. and the prompt and efficient properties of Gulf gasoline are
tion to the 13 Class meeting in Port tlie bridge, all the draught animals neer Granges last Saturday at Seven
work of the mqmbers of the fire com changed several times a year. Hence
MEN'S DRESS SHIRTS—beautiful patterns
$1.00, $1.50
land Sunday morning, on the sugges one by one or two by two. strode Tree Grange hall. A bountiful din
pany averted more than slight dam the term, “Kept in Step With the
MEN'S FANCY SWEATERS—very pretty ................. $1.00, $1.50, $1.98
tion of David S. Beach. Tlie group across the bridge confidently, not so ner was served and a fine program
age to the house.
Calendar." used in Gulf advertise
MEN'S DRESS PANTS—latest models .................. $3.00, $3.50, $4.50
the elephants, of which there were presented by the host lecturer and
will leave Post Office square.
Mrs. Ernest Richmond of Winter- ments currently appearing in the
INTERIOR
MEN'S STOCKINGS—in best patterns ................................... 25c, 35r
E. L. Brown. E. H Crie and Almon three. Tlie leader stepped on the visiting Grangers. Beneficial results
port visited Mrs. F. C. Maloney Tues Courier-Gazette.
MEN’S SPRING UNDERWEAR—ip all the newest styles.
GLOSS FINISH
Bird werc appointed members of the bridge, apparently testing it, drew are noticed from union sessions and
day.
BOYS' SHIRTS AND BLOUSES—in long slre- cs and high neck
back
and
could
not
be
coaxed
or
for inspirational purposes it is recom
nominating committee which will re
Albert Bennett of Camden is visit
Spring is here. Drive a clean car
or low neck and short sleeves, only........................................ . 79c
Is ideal for kitchens
driven across. Following their leader mended they be held more frequent
port at the May meeting.
ing his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs Washed for 79 cents at Fireproof GaBOYS’ SWEATERS—something that every boy likes $L, $1.50, $1.98
and bathroom, walls,
Another enjoyable feature Thurs the other two also refused to step on ly.
F. W. Robbins.
BOYS’ PANTS—shorts, knickers, longies .... $1.00, $1.50, $1.98, $3.00
ra8e40-52
E. J. Kalloch is gaining in health.
day night was the presentation of the bridge Tlie procession was halted
ceilings and woodwork
George Hall, who has employment
BOYS' ZIPPER JACKETS .............................................................. $3.00
Miss Gladys Orant in vocal solos, With very little coaxing the three His attending physician is Dr. Hahn
at the CCC Camps In Lewiston, spent
CHILDREN'S WASH SUITS—the prettiest suits we ever saw
SEMI LUSTREand at lowest prices ............... .:............................ $1.00, $1.50, $1-98
with Miss Edna Gregory as accom were induced to swim across the of Friendship.
the Easter weekend with his paren‘5,
river, joining the cavalcade on ths
DURABLE- WASHABLE
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Mank were
CHILDREN'S TOP COATS .................................................. -...... fS.CO
panist.
Mr. and Mrs. Vesper Hall.
other side and triumphantly march callers recently at the home of Lester
The Rockport schools had but one
(They Are Tested)
Mank.
Neighbor—Have your hens stepped ing into Thomaston.
session Thursday because of the in
If you don't like the sporty or flashy styles, remember, we have
Aubigne L. Packard
Willis Moody recently visited his
clement weather.
laying?
sonic of the most conservative styles, too. You must be satisfied.
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Willis Moody
Farmer—Three of 'em have stopped
Mr. and Mrs. Frank W. Vaughn of
ROCKLAND, ME. Rockland Highlands were guests
Radio? “There is nothing finer in Fairfield. Mr. and Mrs. Moody, 443 MAIN «T.,
in the last few days.
Easter Sunday of Mrs. Ida Barrows 408 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
Neighbor—What was the cause?
than a Stromberg-Carlson." Maine Sr., also had as recent guests Mr. and
47&50
45-50
and Miss Lottie Ewell,
Farmer—Autos.
Music Co.
33-tf
Mr? F O Jameson,

GENERAL INSURANCE

YOUR DEPOSITS

KNOX COUNTY TRUST CO.

AYERS

ACMF QUALITY

BRECK’S SEEDS

House-Sherman, Inc.

f

Crie Hardware Co.

WILLIS AYER
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Knox Lodge will go to Portland to
Frank A. Tirrell, captain of the
morrow to attend 13 Class session victorious No. 1 team will be guest
leaving Odd Fellows hall at 4.30 speaker for the Lions Club next
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENT*
a. m.
Wednesday. "Social Security" will be
April ID— Patriots Day.
•
April 20- Patriots Day golf tournament
his subject.
at Brunswick.
Miriam Rebekah Lodge meets
April 20—Benefit concert and dance |
by Rockland City Band. In Temple hall Tuesday. It will have an afternoon
Among approximately 10.000 stu
April 23—Minstrels and concert Park card party ln charge of Mrs. Annie
dents from all corners of the earth!
Theatre sponsored by St. Bernard's
parish. Miss Lotte McLaughlin, guest Aylward. play to begin at 2, circle who are enrolled ln Boston Uni-1
artist.
1936
APRIL
•936
April 24—WC.TU. program on "Tem supper at 6:15 and the usual evening verslty's 11 schools ar.d colleges are
perance and Missions" nt Methodist session.
Mrs.
Ida
Huntley,
vice
five
from
Knox
County
—
Flora
Hahn
J
Church.
I 2 3 A
April 27 -Musical and dramatic enter grand, asks the women to meet In Colson, Rockland. College of Liberal i
tainment by the Wataon-Doano Co., at
s 6 7 8 9 IO II
the hall at 2 to organize a sewing Arts; Edward Myer Gordon, Rock- ]
the Universallst veatry.
May 1 — Vinalhaven—Senior play. circle.
land. College of Business Administra-] 11 13 14 15 16 17 18
"Crashing Society."
tion tDay Division); Mary Ada Lawry,] 19 ZO 21 22 23 24 25
May 1 (2 to 9:30)—Educational Club
meets st Grand Army hall.
At the Methodist church Sunday i Rockland. Sargent School; Arthur
16 27 28 29 30 • ’ •
May 8-H M & Pinafore at High
School Auditorium by Junior High the Mens' Bible Clas6 will meet at | Bartcn Woodman, North Haven,
School.
May 9 -Poppy Day
the usual hour, also Baraca Class Medical College; Paul Adams Jones,
May 10—Moiners Day
May 30—Camden—W.C.TU.
county and the Church school. There will Union, Medical College.
. Mrs. Minnie Rogers. Mrs. Ida Simconvention.
be no preaching services in the
mons. Mrs. Orace Lurvey. Mrs Ella
May 21—Ascension Day.
public supper and beano party
May 31—Whitsunday.
absence of Rev. C. E. Brooks who is atThe
Pleasant Valley Orange last night ^ey and Miss Faith Lurvey were
June 9—Republican National Conven
.. .
attending the annual conference of at weasani vauey urange iasv nigni. ,
tion opens ln Cleveland.
Augusta Friday to attend thc an
June 9-11—Annual convention O.AR. the State Methodist Churches ln with Lee Morse as chairman of sup- ,
per and Myron Young of beano, was *ual State Conference of Methodist
and allied bodies In Rockland.
June 11—Vinalhaven—High
School Augusta,
commencement exercises In Memorial;
a success. Serving in the kitchen churches.
hall.
with Mr. Morse were E. M. Tolman, |
June 15—Primary Election.
Ruth
Mavhew
Tent
June
16—Camden—Whitehall
Inn )
mayirew tent, wlll meet
Freeman T. Roberts, 16, and Fredopens.
| Monday night, with supper ln Ray Anderson. Myron Young. Fred
erick Bartlett. Richard Winslow and erlSk A Nash’
the Belfast boys
June19-21—Annualencampment
of
mi., th,,
«»_
th- Maine Department.
Veterana of charge of Mrs. Eliza Plummer, Mrs.
Foreign War*. In this city.
Stella McRae, and Mrs. Josephine Richard Anderson. Prizes for beano «h° "hocked Waldo County by
June 26-28- Lewiston—American Lswent to Frank Fitzgerald. Barbara ] fatally beating and robbing Au
glon and silled bodies, bold State con Lothrop. The April birthdays will
beobserved at thismeeting with IBartlett. Richard Winslow and Flor-1 KUStine Colburn, 86, in hls office.
ventions

TALK OF THE TOWN

Aug. 6-8- -Rockport—Carnival-Regatta

The suppw commltiee

The barber shops will be closed OrvilleBrownand Mrs.Carrie House,
next Monday. Patriots' Day.
past president.

Knox Aerie of Eagles nominates
officers next Tuesday night.

1 for Mav 1 comprises Mrs. Etta An1 derson. Mrs. Audrey Teel, with Mrs.
Florence Young in charge of cards,
Myron Young of beano.

A PROCLAMATION

The steamships Belfast and Cam- j
den, now the property of the Colonial
Line, arc at Hoboken. N. J.., for re
conditioning. Their whistles will
never again awaken the echoes of
Penobscot Valley.
Charles Wallace of East Waldoboro
became entangled with an electric
drill at Snow's yard yesterday after
noon and is at Knox Hospital, under
treatment by Dr. C. B. Popplestone
for a laceration of one foot and a
broken bone in the heel.

Crie’s Gift Shop moves into new
quarters about May 1st. but not »
very long move, as he is to occupy the
vacant store across lhc slreet' once
known
thc Allcn 1X101 room Ex ,
tensive repairs snd alterations are be
ln8 made. E. H. Crie, proprietor, has
, business & years
hU
.toUS,,nC«“
still combining with It the vocation of
sign painter and Interior decorator,
for which he has exceptional quali
fications.

Rumors arc afloat that the Flying
Yankee, streamlined train, wlll mak"
weekend trips to and fro mthls city ]
-*** -»««*« *
Com.- during the summer. As there is no
'y and were given Ufe terms In State provision here for the turning of
Pru*n Among the witnesses for the the train, it would be necessary to
State was Elmer V Pinkham. former- back It as far as Brunswick, which.
’X
Rockland, who is night clerk at It Is said, could be done at about 25
(he
n sor ote .
, mdes an j,our officials of the rail-

There will be a broadcast over
The lecturer“Pleasant Valley road recenU» looked
«round 0Ter
WBZ Thursday, April 23. at 3:45 p. Orange offers this program for Tues- and an °fflclal «tatement will prob! m, concerning Vinalhaven and its
[ day night: Roll call (some evept of W »* forthcoming soon,
. fishing industry. It is one of a
A meeting at Ingraham's Hill
in April); "Educational Value
series of broadcasts sponsored joint history
of the Grange. ' Mildred Sprague;
Rockland High School Glee Club
Chapel will he held Sunday at 2:30,
ly by the six New England State story. Richard Winslow; current, broadcast at 7.30 last night over the
Mr. Morse, leader.
Departments ot Agriculture and the
events, Frederick Bartlett; novelty j WIBZ hookup from Augusta and re
Federal Bureau of Agricultural song. Mary Winslow; debate. "Should /‘'Ptlon In this city was reported exThe State Liquor Store will be
Economics. It is designed to further husbands eat all the new dishes which cellent The picked group of 22 singclosed all day Monday, which is ob
' the interests of the fishing industry thelr wives prepare for them?" F. I..le«
.<U?ctcd_?y
served as Patriots' Day.
j of New England and to educate the
I
of
the
faculty
and performed so well
S Morse and R. L. Anderson; singing
general public to the advantages of
that a half hour “Rockland night”
A wonderful display of Northern
of
favorite
hymns.
Mayor.
knowing more about sea foods. The
Is planned for the near future. Miss
Lights last night. But the show did
material was furnished by Post
not take place until midnight.
I hate to have anybody beat me." Catherine Chisholm, accompanist. The
Col. I. Leslie Cross, departmen. master O. V. Drew of Vinalhaven.
exclaimed Herman A. 8tanley yes- 1 program was in charge of Harrison C.
he picked down a half Lyseth, agent for Secondary Educa
A letter from Elmer Rising. de- commander of the Maine Sons 01 who is constantly on the alert for terdaJ.
scriptlve of the trip which he and 'Union Veterans; and Mrs. Lillian , an opportunity to keep Vinalhaven dollar on the editorial desk. The tion for the State Department who
Mrs. Rising have just made to Globe, j Parnham department president of on the map.
i co,n was dated 1806 and „
oldest kept events moving smoothly. Other
Arizona, will sppear In Tuesday's > Auxiliary to the Sons of Union
-------| of
denomination which has speakers were Deputy Commissioner
Veterans offlc,ally "“P^ted the
Rockland Society rbr the Hard come to light since the local contes- E E. Roderick and Prof Colburn of
------State at the sessions of the Massa- of Rearing met Thursday afternoon i began It is slightly larger than tiie Colby College.
George W. Singer, a Damariscotta chusetts Department in Boston Mon with the lessen directed by Mrs.
half dollar of the present vintage,
A new corporation known as thc
newspaper man well known in this day and Tuesday. Knox County was I pj-angHeweit Mrs Freeman f" Brown and the words “half dollar” appear
city, has recently received a medal also represented by Capt. and Mrs roncluded a ser es of sketches, ex on the rim. along with stars. Tne Rockland Oolf Club has been organ
in recognition of his 50 years' service, Ernest Torrey of Rockport. Among
over several weeks, on head faces to the right. A few hours ized. to take over the affairs of the
as a Mason. He served two years as ] the distinguished visitors was RichSouthern flowers and trees, based on aftei Mr. Stanley brought in hls half Rockland Country Club, with H. A.
Vorshipful master and 13 years as, ard Locke, national commander. Col pictures sent by Jiliss Elizabeth Pordollar a similar coin was exhibited by Buffum as honorary president and
secretary.
j Cross and other members of Maine
ter of Camden, during her winter Mrs. Lizzie Humphrey of Tenant's William H. Rhodes as secretary,
! delegation received a welcome which
treasurer and clerk. Charles C Wot
Any Rockland person interested in sent them home flushed and happy sojourn ln F.ortda. Subjects taken up Harbor.
ton. Dr. E. B. Howard and William
were
the
papayas
tree,
the
banyan
the proposed new steamboat line will
The Christian Endeavor Society's H Glendenning. Jr. comprise tlie
tree, live oak. Spanish moss, banana
find It to hls advantage to attend a
There will be circle supper at the tree, the poinsettia, and orchids Goago Class gave a surprise party in committee which Is charged with
meeting to be held ln Belfast Monday
Universallst vestry Wednesday at 6. which was Mrs. Brown s subject. A the Junior Room of the First Baptist gelling the golf course Into condition,
night, April 27. Andrew B. Sides,
Mrs. L. F. Chase as chairman wlll general discussion of flowers followed Church Thursday night celebrating and making renovations on the
former vice president of the East
be assisted by Mrs. J. 6. Jenkins. It was reported that the Speech thc birthday of Rev. J Charles Mac- tennis court. The club house will be
ern Steamship Lines, Inc. and who is
Mrs. Herbert Hall. Mrs. Edward Readers Guild of Boston had Donald, teacher of the class. Mem- repaired and painted. It is expected j
In a position to give valuable advice,
Gonla. Mrs. Benjamin Philbrook, changed its name to Boston Guild bers and guests numbering 38 acre to have thc golf course open in two
will be present.
Mrs. Harry Erown, Mrs. Hattie Davis, for the Hard of Hearing. The Guild, present, and greeted Mr. MacDonald weeks for play. Roger Sorrent will
At a loint meeting of the Ro-koort
E C Boody' Mrs E C PaV5on I second oldest organization ln the as he was called int° the roonl bkcepcr of Brounds and Brcens" and
and Rockland school boards last night'
Alfred Church'Mrs Lester Post country, will be host to the annual Millard Hart after the meeting oi th James Flanagan will again be tin
Mrs. Mabel Thorndike. Mrs. Ida conference of the American Society Baptist Men's League. When he re- golf pro.
E L Toner was reelected superln„
------------------,
__ .
Maxey and Mrs. Fred Collamore. for the Hard of Hearing. May 26-30. covered from the surprise, he proved
tendent of the Rockland-Rockport,
1
,
__ui. This will be the final circle supper
a most delightful entertainer, and
NICHOLS WON BOUT
School Union for another year. his|
waxed enthusiastic over the refresh_____
of the season, and will afford op
reelection Is most gratifying to hts
One often hears that expression menu which featured two prettily Jackie Nichols Retained His
portunity for busy housewives in
friends In view of the strong teach
volved ln housecleaning to have sup “The man behind," but at yesterday's lighted birthday cakes. A happy
ing system he has built up ln the
Title In Bout At Rockland
per
in an easy way and at a small session of the Rockland Rotary Club touch came in the presentation of a
years he has been superintendent here
it
was
the
automobile
behind.
Gladstone
traveling
bag
which
will
Athletic Club
and the efficient service he renders in cost.
The speaker was John Pomeroy, accompany him on his tour to thc
all the duties involved in hls position.
The Inauguration of wrestling at
The attendance contest between president of the Chamber of Com Holy Land the coming summer.
the Rockland Athletic Club last night
merce.
who
gave
a
valuable
insight
The band played at the Maine the Rockland Free Baptist and
The Maine State Federation of did not quite give the promoters an
Central Station this morning—the Kennebunk Baptist Sunday Schools into the forces at one's control in
driving
an
automobile.
While
the
Music
Clubs will hold its annual con even financial break, but did give thc
Rockland High School Band, giving closed last 6unday with Kennebunk
talk
was
essentially
somewhat
tech

vention
in Bangor May 14-16. The
a fitting send-off to the 56 students winning by a margin of 32 points.
crowd its money's worth in that
who are making a trip to Washing The total score was Kennebunk 1783 nical the speaker was able to put ih" hostess club will be the Schumann classy main bout when Jackie Nichols
ton, D. C., accompanied by. Principal and Rockland 1756. The local School story in terms which made hts points Club. Mrs. Winfield Sawyer is general
...
, ,
_ ___ „„
most convincing. He cited, for in- chairman, with Mrs. Harry Torrens of Richmond, light heavyweight
Joseph E. Blaisdell and Miss Jean gladly
acclaims Kennebunk as win“
1
nette Stahl of the faculty. It Is esti ner and rejoices in the fine spirit stance, the fact that an automobile assisting. Other committees: Pro champ of the world, won two of three
mated that there were 200 tn the shown through the contest. A ban weighing 3000 pounds being driven gram chairman, Miss Anna Strick falls with Mad Mike Tellegen of
crowd which waved good-bye to the ner will be presented to the Kenne at a speed of 50 miles an hour, de land; evening concert, Mrs. James Ukranla. Every type of tactics was
tourists. May their whole Journey be bunk School as a reward to the win velops a horse power of about 415, Austin; general committee, Mrs displayed. Tellegen won the first fall
as pleasant as the morning on which ner. John E. Watson Superintendent and the momentum ln foot pounds is Perry, Mrs. Guy IP. Gannett of Port ln 15 minutes. 6 seconds with a body
well up in the thousands. Supt E. L. land, Mrs. George Gould of Port twist and slam. Nichols took the
they started.
of the Kennebunk Baptist Sunday
Toner resumed hls place on the land. Miss Louise Armstrong of Port next two, the second in 5 minutes
School wlU be present at the regular
They fought in the streets in one session of the local school tomorrow membership rolls. The visiting Ro- land; Miss Nellie McCann of Gorham 7 seconds, with a series of flying
city where the new Charlie Chaplin to receive the banner. A delegation tarians were Kendall Hopkins of Mrs. Rodney Roundly of Portland, tackles and a body crash; and the
picture "Modern Times" was being from the Kennebunk School wUl be Camden. Copeland Lange of Belfast Mrs. E. F. Berry of Rockland. Miss last in 7 minutes. 3 seconds, with the
and Israel Cutler of Old Town. A Carollne Fenno Chase of Augusta Irish Whip.
presented—fought for an opportunity
with him.
most cordial greeting was bestow’d Mrs. Augusta Jenkins of Brewer. Mrs
in the semi final Tiger Joe Ferts gain admission to the crowded
upon Rev. Walter S. Rounds, who Ezra Briggs of Caribou. Mrs. Seldon rona downed Stonewall Pelanskl of
theater. Charles is coming to
Universal! Mission Circle met would not have considered his brief Crafts of Lewiston, and Mrs. Charles New Haven. Conn, in 12 minutes
Strand Theatre Sunday. Monday and
Tuesday and tardy patrons will look Wednesday afternoon at the vestry, Rockland visit a complete success Cameron of Bangor. Junior day will with a body roll and press,
in vain for seats. Wednesday and with V< members and three guests without attending this meeting. Mr. be on May 16, and It is of local in- ] In thc bout between Battling Mask
Thursday at this theatre Gladys present. Relief sewing occupied at Rounds, by the way. is a charier terest to note that Junior Harmony of New York and Jame MyllykanSwarthout and Jan Kispara in tention until the devotional period member of the Rockland Rotary duto will probably be represented by gas. the former was disqualified at
100 percent attendance.
the end of ten minutes. The open"Give us This Night,” Friday and which had "Forgiveness” as the Club.
-----------------I er between Tarzan Myers of GardSaturday Warner Baxter and Ann baste thought for roll call. This
A rummage sale will be held May ner and Kid Harrigan of Pittsfield
Loring in "Rcbtn Hood of El Dorado" response period which Is so heartUy
enterted Into by the members Is one
Community Box Lunch Social 2 at the Universallst vestry—adv. •
went the 20 minute limit without a
-----------------] fall.
A serious accident was barely of the happiest features of the Circle dance, Town Hall, Owl's Head Satur
46-47
averted recently when Miss Celia meetings. Religious current events day night, 8 o'clock.
BORN
Crowley and Miss Eleanor Barnard were given by Mrs. Maude Blodgett,
HOLBROOK —At Vinalhaven. March 25.
to Mr and Mrs Herman Holbrook, a
of Rockland, driving to Rockport, left and Mrs. Alice Jameson presented a
son. Kenneth Elmer.
notably
fine
paper
on
the
Brussels
the road near Roxmont Cottage, thetr
MARRIED
machine striking and breaking off an Cathedral. By the aid of a large
I DOW-PAOE—At Rockport. April IS. bv
electric light pole carrying 6600 volts. diagram. Mrs. Jameson's hearers
Rev. O. F Currier. Alden A. Dow. and
The car was stopped by the stone were taken visually right Into the
Mlsa Geraldine Page, both ot Rockj
port.
wall front of the Roxmont estate, the cathedral. Mrs. Carleen Nutt was
AND
LAWSON-EVERS—At Augusta. April 13.
hanging end of the pole resting on soloist, with Miss Margaret G. Stahl
by Rev. Thomas J. McLaughlin.
Thomaa Smith Lawson, and Mary
the auto hood and one end of the at the piano. Business matters In
Beatrice Evers, both of Rockland.
broken wire with high voltage sus cluded reports of the various com
SEDLEY-WINCAPAW—At
Framingham.
Established 1840
Ma» . April 12. by Rev S Paul Jeffer
pended on the car. Miss Crowley mittees. and Mrs. Lillian McRae ex
son. Lester Sealey. of Framingham,
Licensed Embalmers and
and Miss Edith A. JWlncapaw. of
took the wire from the machine with tended an Invitation to held the May
As a suitable background for
Attendants
Tenants Harbor
her bare hands, and as it happened, meeting at her Crescent Beach cot
John O. Stevens
Alden Ulmer
quiet, dignified and reverent serv
the switch at the operating station tage, weather permitting. Tea was ice, the Russell Funeral Home
Emily W. Stevens, Arthur Andrews
DIED
which controls this line was out for served by Mrs. Mary Messer, Mrs.
all that one may desire. Use of the FISH—At Appleton. April 16. Elbridge
Day or Night Telephone
C. Fish, aged 89 years. 1 month. 17
a very brief Interval, otherwise the Florence Lovejoy. Miss Caroline j Home is available at all times, and
days. Funrral Sunday at 1 o'clock at |
the
residence.
Interment
ln
Fish
i
450
result would have been frightful to Jameson. Miss Stahl. Mrs. Katherine
is but one of the many facilities
cemetery. Liberty.
Representatives in all large cities
consider. Miraculous, is the only Haines, the individual tea tables that help to maintain a high stand BICKFORD—At Norwell. Mass . April 18
Emma J . widow of Capt. William K
in the United States and Canada
word which describes the narrow es being attractively appointed. For
ard of service.
Bickford, aged 91 years. 4 months. 16
days.
Committal
service
at
Village
cape of the two women.
the May meeting, scheduled for the
AMBULANCE
cemetery, Thomaston. Tuesday at 3
13th, Mrs. Eva Pease wlll present
o'clock.
Service Is Instantly available.
religious current events and Mrs.
Experienced attendants on dutv.
1855
1936
CARD OF THANKS
Irene Walker a paper on the Ant
Mr and Mrs Addison Collamore wish
Day or Night Telephone
to express their sincere appreciation to
werp Cathedral. Miss Mary Bird wlU
E. A. GLIDDEN
CO.
the RockvIUe Fire Company for their
450
be soloist. Hostesses for tea wUl be
quick response and efficient wo._ In
Waldoboro, Me.
TEL. 662
avoiding a serious fire at the time of
361
MAIN
ST..
ROCKLAND, ME.
Mrs.
McRae,
Mrs.
Cora
Talbot.
Mrs.
122SU
tbe chimney fire: and especially thank
20-tf
Artistic Memorials in Stone -Nettle Stewart, Mrs. Ada Mills and 9 CLAREMONT 8T„ ROCKLAND Nathaniel Carroll for carrying the word
I

The meetings of the Sunshine So
ciety are discontinued until May 1st

I, Mayor of the City of Rork
land, do hereby proclaim Satur
day, May 9, to be Poppy Day in
this city and I urge all citizens
to observe the day by wearing
the memorial poppy in order that
the Inspiring memory of those
who made the mightiest patri
otic sacrifice during the war may
be reealk-d to every' person.
LeForest A. Thurston.

IN THE CHURCHES
SERMONETTE

GO YE
Nature carries on. using tens of
thousands of methods to secure a
desired end. She sends her gospel
of propagation In many artful
ways. Her greatest command
ment "Be fruitful and multiply. '
Nothing can be more persistent
than thc spread of dandelions ln
a fine lawn. One day a sheen of
gold, thc next, millions of little
wooly heads; then a strong breeze
and away go the downy seed car
riers with one mission, to spread
everywhere quickly.
There is slight difference be
tween a tramp beside thc railroad,
and a burdock. Tlie motive of
either is free transportation. It
Is almost Impossible to kill out a
burdock bush; It seems as if the
more undesirable and unlovely a
plant, the stronger reslstence na
ture provides against extermina
tion. Yet the purpose of the bur
dock Is not to grow broad homely
leaves, but to bear thc unsightly
and troublesome burr which clings
by a thousand hooks to anything
moving In clothes or fur. TO scat
ter seeds by travel and to preach
burdocks to an unsympathetic
world Anything, just to go.
Nature's method was Jesus'
method. He left resting upon his
church one supreme mandate.
"Go Ye Into all the world and
preach the gospel to every crea
ture." It matters not who the
carrier may be. black or white,
bishop, scholar, circuit rider or
layman. Whom shall I send? asks
God. Young Isaiah said. "Here
am I. send me." That is the spirit
of evangelization. Seed sown,
souls saved.
William A. Holman
At the Pratt Memorial Methodist
Church on Sunday Tlie Friendly
Men’s Bible Class will meet at 9 a tn .
instead of the usual hour. The
Baraca Class and the church school
will meet at noon. The morning and
evening preaching services will be
omitted—as it ts Conference Sunday.
• • • •
"The Joy of Life" will be the sub
ject of Dr. Lowe's sermon at thc Uni
versalist Church Sunday morning!
Church School sessions at noon. Dr.
Lowe's Class ln the auditorium and
Mrs. Glover's Class at her residence
Alpha Omega young people's Society
meets in the vestry at 7 p. m. The
feature will be one of O Henry s
best short stories “The Cop and the
Anthem.
* » • •
"The Christian's Springtime" will
be thc subject of thc sermon al the
First Baptist Church Sunday morn
ing. The church school with classes
for all ages will meet at noon. The
Endeavorer's Inspiration Hour at t
o'clock will be led by J Arthur Holt
of the Kickapoo. Thc people's eve
ning service will open at 715 with
thc prelude and big sing assisted by
thc organ and piano. Forty-six
slides from Harold Copping's pictures
of Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress will
be shown at this service.
• • • •
At thc Littlefield Memorial Church
Sunday morning at 10.30 the subject
of Rev. C. A. Marstaller's sermon will
be “After Easter. What." There will
be a sermonette for thc children.
Church School will meet at 11.45; In
termediate C. E. at 5 p. m and Senior
C. E. at 6.15. Praise and preaching
service at 7.15 with sermon on “A
Stimulus To Greater Achievement."
Prayer meeting Tuesday evening at

Come in and see the

PROOF OF ALL FIVE1
1. LOWER OPtRATINO COST

2. SAFER FOOD PROTECTION
3. FASTER FREEZING—WORE ICE

4. MORE USABILITY
5. FIVE-YEAR PROTEC

TION PLAN
Punhair prut iudutitl $1.00
Jtr Ibt j- Ytar Pi ulntiouPLit.

M'LOON SALES & SERVICE
21 LIMEROCK ST.

TEL 730

ROCKLAND

EMERGENCY CROP LOANS
7.30. The closing meeting of thc •
missionary society will be held In Ute .
• ■■
church Friday evening at 7.30 at Now Being Received By Field Ruperwhich time the pastor will give an
visor Jackson—The Terms
illustrated lecture of some of hls ex-------perlences In the wilds of the PeruApplication for emergency crop
Man Jungles Tlie^public Is Invited
s fw W36 gn> n(W
•The Newer Revelation." or “What c<lved afc C“y Bulldin’' BelfastSaved Christianity" will be the theme j Maine by Joseph M. Jackson, field
| of Mr. Olds' sermon at the Congre-' supervisor of the Emergency Crop
national Cliureh tomorrow at 10 30 and
uin Section of the Farm
Sunday School ts st 9 30 under Ui.’j^^ AdmlntolraUon.
direction of Joseph E. Blalsdell I
,
.
Comrades of the Way will meet at!
*»>^cy crop loans wUl be

6 30 p. m, with Robert Hills as assembly leader.
-----------------< HIUSTIAN St IENt E CHI Rt II

made only to farmers who cannot
obtain credit from any other source,
as provided by regulations issued by
(he oovemor of the Farm Credit

“Doctrine ofTLment" Is the Administration

The money loaned

subject of the Lesson-Sermon which
** limited to the fanners ImwiU be read ln all Churches of Christ, mediate and actual cash needs for
Scientist, on Sunday. April 19.
growing hls 1936 crops and ln no
The Golden Text is: The preaching instance may exceed »200 to one
of tlie crors Is to them tliat perish fanner.
foolishness; but unto us which are
Farmers are not eligible for emer
raved it Is the power of Ood" (I
gency crop Ioans If they can borrow
Corinthians 1: 18 >.
from an Individual, production credit
Among tlie citations from the Bible 1
Is the following: “My Little children. I] association, bank, or other concern.
; Farmers will also be considered in
these things write I unto you, that ye '
eligible if they have an application
sin not. And if any man sin. we
pending with Resettlement Adminis
have an advocate with thc Father.
tration, have received assistance from
Jesus Christ the righteous: And
that organization this year or are
he is the propitiation for our sins;
Indebted to the Resettlement Ad
and not for ours only, but also for
ministration for an unpaid loan.
the sins of the whole world" (I
As ln the past, the security for an
John 2: 1. 2).
emergency crop loan will consist ot
The Lesson-Sermon also Includes
a first lien on the crop financed.
the following passage from the
Landlord or others having an inter
Christian Science Textbook. "Science
est in the crop to be financed will be
and Health with Key to the Scrip
required to waive their claims in
tures" by Mary Baker Eddy: "Jesus
favor of a Hen to the Governor of
aided ln reconciling man to God by
the Farm Credit Administration un
giving man a truer sense of Ixive,
til the emergency crop loan is re
the divine Prlneiple of Jesus' teach
paid.
ings, and this truer sense of Love re
deems man from the law of matter,
EAST UNION
sin. and death by the law of Spirit,
the law of divine Love” (Page 19;
6-11).
Funeral services for Viola T Hall

June 17 to 24 are the dates set for
the national 4-H Club camp In Wash
ington. D. C.; Aug. 23 to 27. for the
State 4-H camp at the University of
Maine, Orono.
(

were held yesterday at the residence.
Mrs Edith Fisher, Christian Science
reader being present. Bearers were
Leroy Alley. Albert Alley, Chester
Bi tier snd Robert Keei.e Interment
r...s ln Se/er. Tr»e Ceme'ery. Union.

April Special!

RYTEX DOUBLE CHECK
PRINTED STATIONERY
New colors—as fresh as a spring
breeze—in Blue, Orchid. Green
and Ivory paper, printed with
Blue. Brown, Green or Violet ink.

200 SINGLE SHEETS

100 ENVELOPES

or
100 DOUBLE SHEETS

BURPEE’S
FUNERAL SERVICE

100 ENVELOPES

FUNERAL PARLORS

4

Russell Funeral Home

Miss Josephine Thorndike.

to the men who were at work on the
road.
*

A Large Selection Of

Granite and Marble
MONUMENTS

•

on display for

Prompt Delivery
QUALITY AT
REASONABLE PRICES

W. E. Dornan & Son,
INC.
Distinctive Memorials In
Granite and Marble
Thomaston. Me. East Union, Me.
Phone 114-3
Phone 13-31
43-44Stf

7

7

INCLUDING PRINTING
Postage 10 Cents Extra

Check the quality—large baronial sheets and
envelopes of fine smooth Vellum.

Check the quantity—200 Single Sheets or 100
Double Sheets and 100 Envelopes printed with Mono
gram or Name and Address. AH for $1.00.
Remember DOUBLE CHECK Is on sale for April
Only!

Buy boxes and boxes for future use.
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' GOOD LIGHT-

Right Out Of The Air
By R F SERVICE
••• Helen Ward is now the singing
star with Benny Goodman's band in
Eddie Dowlings Tuesday night re
vue but lt wasn't
until about two
years ago that she
thought of sing
ing professionally
One afternoon she
was strolling on
Brot Iway with a
girl friend and
they dropped into
one of those small
shops where you
can have a record
made of your
voice for a quar
ter. The next day
she played the record for a friend of
her father's and a few weeks later
••• Average age of the men In was singing regularly on the air.
Ozzie Nelson's orchestra ls 24 Ozzie
ls a year or two older. Rudy Val
•••Most successful baritone who
lee's bandsmen average higher — started in radio and reached star
around 30. The style of both bands dom in it is Phil Duey, heard on
seems to reflect this age distinction that Tuesday night NBC program,
Ozzie's is youthful and fpn'ted. bor ’nuke many other deep-voiced
dering on the popular "swing'' vocalists, Duey did not come from
rhythm. Rudy's Is more sophisti the stage or movies, but grew up to
cated. with stress on tonal effect.
stardom on the air alone.

Newest of the country's alphabet
ical phenomena is the B B. B. B B.
The quintuple-B stands for Bob
Burns' Book on
Bazooka Blowing,
authority in its
field, ln fact the
only book ever
written about ba
zookas. The ba
zooka is the weird
sounding Instru
ment that Arkan
sas comedian Bob
Bums plays ln
the Bing Crosby
broadcasts, and
Hub Burns
which consists of
two pieces of gas
pipe and a tin funnel.

••• Most novel of the new radio
offerings is Frank Fay's show on
Saturdays. Fay is doing his own
announcing in addition to oemg
comedian. singer and master ot cere
monies.

••• Nobody will be surprised 11
James Melton has hls 50-foot yacht,
"Melody.” shipped out to him when
he gets to California where he's due
to take a recess from radio for two
new movies.

••• First of the fair ladles of rndio
to plunge into the ocean ts lit Ian haired Deane Janis, heard m CBS
Tuesday
and
Thursday nights
An ardent swim
mer. she didn't
wait for any of
the beaches to
open, but started
going to Coney
island the second
week In April. She
said the water
wasn't too cold
and that it was
the only time ol
the season the
Deane Janis
beach wasn't
crowded. What's more, she says salt
water bathing is great for a con
tralto voice.

••• Your life is saved—here comes
Charlie 1 So many times has he
played the role of life-saver that
Charles Dornberger, NBC maestro^
has come to feel
that it's part ot
hls work. Here's
his record: saved
fellow band mem
ber who hit bot
tom diving into
pool; saved his
wife twice when
she got over her
depth in the
ocean; saved a
chap whose horse
was running
Charles
away; saw a plane
Dombergrr
los: its landing
gear, hopped in own plane and sig
naled other pilot who managed a
••• Smith Ballew, new master of safe landing.
ceremonies of the Saturday night
•••Studio carpenters had to re
Chateau, was glad to discover that
his new Job was a "stand-up" one. construct the stage tn NBC's largest
In his lost movie he did some plain Hollywood studio when Sigmund
and fancy horseback riding. Re Romberg's Monday night program
sult : he couldn't sit down for several moved to the Coast. It was too small
for the 40-piece symphony orchestral
days.
•••Frank Black, NBC general
musical director, recently purchased
a farm in Pennsylvania, and last
week spent two days there super
vising the decoration of two rooms
ln his mansion. Now he's buying
horses for his stable there.

•••A magazine interviewer hasn't
quite gotten over the answer she got
when she asked Howard Price. NBC
Monday night tenor star, what hls
ambition was. Price, who puts on
no airs, said, “To own a butcher
shop!"

^HEADLINES
YANKEE SPRING
TRAINING — DI
Maggio shows Mc
Carthy how he hats.

HONOLULU SENDS HISTORIC AIR EXPRESS SHIPMENT
—Sec’y Irked (right! received from Samuel W. King, Congres
sional Delegate from Hawaii, a large container of pineapple
Juice »ent by Governor Poindexter. (The first air express ship
ment from the Hawaiian Islands to the mainland left Honolulu
on China Clipper March 8. Immediately upon Its arrival in
San Francisco the package was forwarded hy air mail to
Delegate King, who received It at the Washington Airport on
March 10.) In its fast trip of nearly 5,000 miles, this container
of Hawaii's famous juice made air transportation history.

Orses! Orses! Orses! Recruit* of
an English regi
ment practice on
these wild wood
en stallions!

WARREN

WALDOBORO

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE^

Mr. and Mrs. Frederick A. Brum
Special music Sunday morning at
mitt,
who passed a week at their
the Baptist Church will Include two
home
here, have returned to Rox
(By Miss Betty Priest, Home Light
IO II 11 13
anthems by the choir, "Don't Let the
7
8 9
M
b
2 5
5
ing Expert'
Day Go By" Lorenz, and "The Glory bury, Mass.
lb
15
14
Mrs. Ida M. (Ludwig) Achom who
1. The pupil of the eye becomes
of Jesus We'll See." Mallard. The
Lawns
smaller with age; consequently there
latter includes a duet by Mrs Nelson was passing the winter in Everett,
10
19
17
Mass., died there Sunday. She was
is need for more light as birthdays
Thomas and Roger Teague.
NO MATTER how good your
w
pile up.
Mrs. Sidney Wyllie will be soloist the widow of Meaubec R. Achorn and
lawn was last year or how well
2.2
13
il
2. If your child holds his book!
it has come through the winter,
Sunday morning at the Congrega a life-long lesident of this town. She
It needs a good raking, rolling
is survived by two sisters. Mrs. Lil
25 lb
appreciably closer to hls eyes than 13
24
tional Church.
1
and refertlllzatlon. A moderate
or 14 Inches, the probability is that J
lian Gilchrist of Springfield. Mass,
The public party sponsored recent
re-aeedlng will help to thicken
ii
31 33
IT 26
and Mrs. Mertie Waltz of Everett,
he needs eyeglasses or better light
ly by Ivy Chapter, O.E.S.. was well
the grass this summer.
ing. or both.
Mass.
Her
remains
were
brought
• • • •
attended and several games played.
57 38
34
35
here Thursday for a funeral service
3 Three times as much light is,
OO NOT use manure upon your
Winner at monopoly was Mrs. Mar
needed for reading a newspaper as:
and
burial
in
the
Rural
cemetery.
lawn. When fresh It Is filled
HO
V)
jorie Kenniston; at double solitaire.
for reading a well printed magazine, j
with weed seeds and It takes
An audience of about 50 heard
Mrs. Alice Cook. Two tables of con
months and months of atten
4 Sewing is generally much
•FT
u
41
41
Hb 47
tract were in play, the winners being Benjamin C. Bubar of Blaine talk
tion before it ls sufficiently rot
harder on the eyes than reading,
on
the
Townsend
Plan
last
night
in
Mrs.
Elizabeth
Munsey
and
W.
H
ted to have destroyed the ger
50
4ft
49
therefore, much more light is needed.
Robinson. Five tables played auction, the Grange hall.
mination of the weeds and to
5. A man who uses his eyes under j
•
•
»
•
be of value as a fertilizer.
top scorers being Mrs. Nancy Clark.
53 54
51
• • • •
poor lighting conditions for prolonged
Fascinating Bird Facts
Mrs. Nettie Jameson. Mrs Rosina Bu
________
periods frequently exhibits greater
THE PRESENCE OF MOSS
1 7
ber and Albert MacPhail.
5& 59 Lo
55 5b
At the meeting of the Community
on your lawn indicates either a
nervous muscular tension.
w
Mrs.
Abbie
Newbert
entertained
Sat

Garden Club held Thursday night
sour or Impoverished aotl. For
6. Good lighting generally aids
fe4
bl
urday Night Club at her home. Prizes at the home of Mr. and Mrs. H. |P.
the first, apply hydrated Itme
were won by Mrs. Helen Maxey, Willis Mason, the speaker was Arnold Davis,
and for the second use a good
helps normal eyes.
b7
U)
bb
quality of fertilizer. Practically
R Vinal and Mrs Florence Gardiner ornithologist, an instructor at the
7. One quarter of the young peo
any soil, however, will be bene
of Thomaston.
C.C.C. in Cefferson. Mr. Davis is i
70
72
71
ple. and three quarters of all people I
fited by an application ot lime
Schools will be closed Monday in one of the three persons with a
followed a week or two later by
over 50 years of age. suffer from de- j
observance of Patriot's Day.
Federal permit to band birds in
fertilizer. Do not apply both
fective vision. Inadequate light is a i
HORIZONTAL (Cont.) , VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
Mr. and Mrs. K. F. Wight have re Maine and within the last six years
close
together.
55-Holy Mother Church 12-Turns to the right
contributing cause.
1-Sciences
• • • •
opened their home here after spend has banded over 10.000.
13-lnequallties
(Lat. abbr.)
5-Devlee for com8 Reading ln bed Is usually hard I
IF YOU plant bulbs In your
ing the winter in Detroit with their I Contrary to popular belief, Mr.
57- An assumed name 18-Restraln
pressing
on the eyes, not only because of poor'
20-An ecclesiastical
lawn, naturalized la the correct
58- Bind
daughter. Mrs John Petrie, in Wash- Davls stateJ " hawgs and
m10-Jaaon's Ship
posture, but also because of inade- j
council
61-Maybe
term, be sure and let the grass
14- Wiadom
ington. D C., with their daughter, stead ot being harmful are useful ln
64-Cloth dealers
26- Unfastena
15- Relative amount
go without cutting until the
quate and improper lighting
ByMrs W J Watson. Arlington, Mass , exterminating destructive pests. This
27- Apportion
66- On the ocean
16- Want
correcting both conditions the strain I
flower leaves have turned yel
28- Elevate
67- Greaaed
with their daughter Mrs. A. P Gra is especially true of the sparrow
17- Rob
low.
Otherwise
they
won't
come
on the eyes is materially decreased [
69-Greek god of love 30-Preposition
19-Fondled
ham. and in Cambridge. Mass with hawk and barn owl which live entire
another
year.
70- Fathere
32- Regenerate
9 20T of all accidents resulting
21- Ocean
• • a •
their son. Fessenden Wight, with ly upon rats and mice and are known
33- Worship
!71-A flower
22- Tilted up
in injury are the result of impaired
WHETHER ON THE LAWN or
whom they motored home rec$pty
72-Girl’a name
35- Plants
23- An animal
to
consume
more
than
their
own
vision.
ln the garden deep moisture en
36- City In S. W. France
24- Titlei
Mrs Roland Starrett and son Rus weight of them every night. The
VERTICAL
38-King (Lat.)
10 Good light is one of the least
courages deep rooting. One tho
25- ln no manner
sell were recent guests of her sister, fact was stressed that everything
42- Jeered
27-Skill
expensive of all the things you buy— ; rough wetting is better than
Mrs Maurice Lindsey in ITiomaston was placed upon this earth for a
1- Swiss mountains
43- Town at mouth of
29-Perched
several
light
applications.
and one of the most important. A
2- Part played by an
Tiber river
Mrs. Chester Wyllie. daughter Vir purpose anJ that man often upsets
31-Muiical drama
• • • •
few cents a day may be the differ
actor
44- Very
34-Young girl
OO NOT allow oak leaves to lie ginia and son Robert were visitors the balance by thoughtless killing.
3- Thoae who absent 45- Settles
36- Father
ence between good eyesight and bad
on your
lawn or garden. The
Thursday night at the home of Mr
themselves from
47-Of the East
37-Commanded
Mr. Davis said that our Maine |
tannin acid ls eztremely unde
duty
and Mrs A. J. Nichols at Rockland birds are divided into four groups, t he
53- Robuet
39- Fif»y-one
sirable.
4-Japaneze coin
54- Man'e name (abbr.)
SPRUCE HEAD
40- Negative
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Owen
D.
Lermond.
late

s t • •
permanent residents, the winter visi
5- Grecian island in
55- Small biplane
41- Boney
ly returned from Sarasota. Fla., and
Mediterranean Sea 56- Broad table-land
EARTH WORMS and beetle
tants. such as the grosbeak, the sum
45Five
hundred
ten
Mrs Elbert Burton. Mrs Cleve
enroute to their home in North Haven,
6- Chief city in
57- A continent
grubs are readily controlled Dy
mer visitant such as the robin and
46- Prophet
Harvey and son George passed Tues
Thessaly, Greece
59- A metal
were also guests of the Nicholses that
Lead Arsenate powder and It
46-Carea for
the transients, or birds which stop
60- Feminine euffix (Fr.)
7- Preposition
day in Portland
will not Injure the grass In es
evening.
49- Unit
62- Owns
8- An herb
over for only one day or night on
Friends will be grieved to learn of I tablished lawns. Ten to fifteen
Peculiar weather conditions were
50- Fear
9- American poet
63- Seed covering
their
way
either
north
or
south
No
65-A vegetable
the death of Mrs Agnes Chamberlain j pounds per thousand square feet
51- Superlatlve suffix
noticed here Thursday forenoon, with
10- An insect
one knows, said Mr Davis, the real
68-Flfty-one
11- One who recites
52- Game counters
which occurred Monday ln East | la sufficient.• • • •
thunder and hail storms in progress
reason for migration of birds but
at the same time. The hail stones
Weymouth.
(Solution to previous puzzle’
RAKE YOUR grass before cut
since the Department of Agriculture
were as large as peas
Mr and Mrs. Milledge Randall mo
I
ting. Crab grass and other
first started banding birds in 1920
STONINGTON
A. T. Norwood attended the meet
IP|C|h|t1h1 |aIr[o|&Ie|
weeds lie close to the ground
tored here last week from Cape
a great deal has been learned re
*
|p i InTt
and
this
makes
sure
that
they
ing of the Water Utilities of Maine
Elizabeth and on the return trip were
to
Edith Fitzpatrick has returned
garding it.
ol Ip oMclNioldoilA Tl_S,
get
cut.
With
most
weeds,
the
in
Augusta.
Accompanying
him
were
accompanied by their daughter Mil- j
HI
i
T m rdn t
There are only three routes over Castine Normal School.
growth Is at the ends while with
Mrs. Norwood. Mrs Leroy Norwood
dred. who has been visiting her
grass It is at the base.
which birds migrate, the Atlantic
Mrs David Thurlow is critically ill
and Mrs Howard Norwood, who spent
• • • •
grandparents here
coast, the Pacific coast and the at her home here.
the day in that city.
ACTER YOU have applied l-awn
Miss Katherine Aageson and Miss
Mrs Margaret McDuffie. Mrs I
Several members of the Baptist La Mississippi fly-way and if a bird
Enrlcber to your lawn, go over
Ethel Sheldon have resumed their
travels once over these routes the , Charles Sparge and Mrs. Iva Cousins
dies'
Mission
Circle
recently
attended
the
lawn
with
the
back
ot
the
duties in Bloomfield. N. J . after a j
same one will be used as long as it ' are in Boston this week.
rake so as to remove It from the
a meeting of the Browne Club at the
week's vacation passed at Miss Aage- j leaves and then wet thoroughly
lives. The Gulf States hold the
Mr. and Mrs Bradley Sawyer have
First
Baptist
Church.
Rockland,
to
sen's cottage
so that the fertilizer wUl get
which they had been invited. Rev majority of birds although the ruby j moved into apartments in KathMiss Helen Meservey's bam has | down to the roots.
Neil Bousfield of the mission boat throated humming-bird goes to ' erine Morey's house.
been moved to the rear of the lot
Argentina and is known to fly from
Sunbeam was guest speaker.
Miss Lois Stinson, who has been
Vincent Carr has completed his i
Mrs. Evelyn Vining of South Hope 500 to 700 miles over the gulf in ’ visiting her mother Mrs Alberta
THAT EASTER HAM
duties at the North Whitefield CCC
is spending a few days at the home °n* n«ht
sm8“ birds
811 i Stinson, has returned to Bangor to
MONHEGAN
of their migrating by night leaving
camp and is at home for a short
of her uncle, George Teague.
resume her studies.
1 Food Economist Tells How Left Over
the day to larger birds which do not
, visit.
Norman Powers and family were
have so many enemies
Mr and Mrs Darrell L. Mann and j Portions May Be Used To Ad
The Busy Bee Club met this week
TREMONT
|
recent
guests of Mrs Annie RichObserving birds is a hobby with Mr.
daughter June were recent overnight ( vantage
with
Mrs Myra Orne.
! ardson
guests of Mrs. Carrie McLeod.
The church services on Palm and Davis and although he has dovoted
Mrs
Jenny Speed has returned
Zenas B Coftley of Rockport.
..
,
.
.
Don’t let your menus for the weekEaster Sundays were largely attended considerable time to it he feels
Mr and Mrs Norman Drink water
home
from
Massachusetts. She has
[
Mass
.
was
a
recent
visitor
in
town
and son are on Hewett's Island foi •^’’-Easter fall into the category of and were very impressive. Rev. Roy well repaid for his efforts, especially
been in ill health the past season.
Capt.
Stephen
Sellers
ls
confined
when
a
report
is
received
that
one
the summer.
- 8 88(1 anti-climax of left overs. Any W. Moody was the speaker on Palm
Rev Mr. Holman of Port Clyd<»
Mrs. Virginia Drlnkwater of Ro-k- j “W dinner leaves extra portions Sunday and Rev. Perry L. Smith on, of the birds he has banded has been ’ to his home by illness.
James I Stinson has been appoint visited nere recently.
Easter Sunday. On Palm Sunday the traPPed thousand of miles away or
land is visiting her mother. Mrs. L j which must be used up in the followgirls' vested choir sang "He Was De- tl* same
comes back to the ’ ed layman by the Methodist Church
Earl Field. Jr., has been confined
C. Elwell.
( ing days, but the way you use them
spised." by E 6 Loring, and Rev s>me nest the following year. Birds to attend the general conference now to his home by illness.
Rev. and Mrs. A. J Wilson of Nor-1 makes all the difference in the world, Mr Moody sang "The Palms" in rich ar.d gardens are closely related and being held in Augusta.
Happy Hour Club had as hostess
well. Mass have arrived for a week's' Take the ^..er ham
a starting baritone voice. The girls' vested j
Mrs. Harold Turner and children Friday night Mrs Elva Nicholson
members present at the meeting
vacation.
■ point. That 10-12 pound ham which choir on Easter sang "Dawn Immor- were pleased at Mr. Devil's promise of Isle au Haut have been visiting I
Dexter Richards has been In Rock
George Snow went Tuesday to; you so gloriously decorated with tai" and "Amid the Shadows." Or- to speak on another phase of bird her sister Mrs Jennie Brimlglon.
land for a few days.
Dover. N H . where he met his , pickled peaches or melted Jelly should ggn selections were -The Risen King." j Me at a later meeting.
Mrs. Fannie Cleveland and daugh- , Calvin Davis has returned from
brother. Maynard, accompanying easily make three to four good meals
The club will meet May 14 with ter Gwendolyn have moved into their ! Port Clytie.
Rlch, organist. Mr and Mrs. L. T. Weston.
him to East Weymouth. Mass , to at for your family-even allowing for 8 ! Postlude .7Mrs
Green Head home
tend the funeral of their sister Mm few Easter guests. What's left of the ' Five people were received into the
Lila Pert has employment at the ! Walter Davis. Gene Muzzolenl and
Earl Field were in New Harbor last
ham after the first carving usually i chUR;h membershlp The church was
Agnes (Snow) Chamberlain.
Charles MacDonald home.
GROSS NECK
Sunday.
Mrs L. C. Elwell and children have 1 consists of a cup or two of bits of meat prettily decorated with Easter lilies, ■
James McMahon and Alex David
School recommenced here Monday son are rebuilding their weir at Sun- ,
returned home from a five-week va broken from the bone or edges of tha cut flowers and potted plants.
j recently went to Thomaston where
slices in carving, a shank bone with
cation on Hewett's Island.
Miss Rosamond Benson, daughter with Miss Mildred Brooks of Waldo- shlne
5 Mr and Mrs. Oeorge Lufkin are Mr Wallace had rePalrs made °n hU
some meat adhering and a goodly of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Benson who boro as teacher
portion of sliceable meat on the shank , was operated upon for appendicitis
Mrs. Melvin Oenthner recently visiting Mrs. Lufkin's mother. Mrs. 1 boat
TENANT’S HARBOR
end of the ham. Here is the basis ■ nearjy four Weeks ago in a Bangor visited Mrs. Inez McLain of Broad Elsie Bryant.
1 During the recent absence of Mis.
for three very delightful meals
Mrs Frank Mullen of Vinalhaven , Nicholson. Beatrice Hutchins cared for
hospital, remains on the danger list. Cove
Easter Wedding
As soon as the ham comes back to
Harvey Kelley, a student at Farm
Mrs. Alfred Waltz was a Rockland has been with her mother Mrs. Ade- , U)e post office,
In an Easter wedding in Park the kitchen from its first appearance
line Billings the past week. Mrs.) Earl Flcld m8de hls regular trip
visitor
last Saturday.
ington
Normal
School,
spent
part
of
’ street Baptist Church, Framingham. cut the remaining meat from the
this week to Boothbay.
Mr and Mrs. Ralph Oenthner and Billings is very ill.
Mass. Sunday afternoon. Miss Edith bone, leaving as much of it in whole the Easter vacation here with his parSewsomeknitsome Club met this
ents.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Shirley
Kelley.
;
children
of
Medomak
spent
Sunday
Myron
Shephard
and
family
are
A. Wincapaw of this town, daughter of chunks as possible. Wrap the meat
j Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Wincapaw, be and bone in waxed paper or place in The remainder of the recess was evening with Mr. and Mrs Alfred leaving this week for New London week with Mrs. Marie Foss.
Waltz.
Mrs Calvin Stinson and daughter
Mrs. Alma Winoapaw received a
came the bride of Lester Sealey. son a covered dish to prevent drying. passed in New York.
Rev.
Roy
Moody
is
attending
the
Mr and Mrs W H. Masten of Nut- Virginia have returned from Sun beautiful Easter illy from her daugh
I of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Sealey of If your refrigerator isn't big enough
ter whose home is in Rockland.
Framingham, with Rev. S Paul Jef for the ham bone, you'd best make Methodist Conference in Augusta. ley, N. J. are visiting Mrs. Masten's shine.
Mrs. Moody motored to Boston to parents Mr and Mrs, Charles Geele.
Mr. and Mrs Banes Stanley moved
ferson officiating.
soup stock out of it right away and spend a few days with her mother
THF. MARINER MEDITATES
Mrs. Alton Winchenbach of West
to an apartment ln the Manville Da
The bride was attended by Miss then give the bone to the dog.
and will later Join Mr. Moody in Waldoboro called Tuesday on Mrs.
(Por The Courier-Oazette)
vis house this week.
Ruth Sealey, 6ister of the gToom, and
And now for utilizing the left over Augusta.
In youth my ship sailed far from me
Alfred
Waltz.
the best man was Floyd Chesmore ham to the best advantage. The
Upon some strange and Eastern sea.
Rev Perry Smith, accompanied by
Melvin Genthner was a recent Among the Isles where palm trees wave
The wedding march was played by I
bone itself should be cooked
Over a hidden coral cave.
Mrs.
Clarence
Smith,
spent
Wednes

caller
at the home of Lewis Havener, Beneath Mur akles on smiling sea
THERE ARE NOT
, Miss Phyllis Campbell. Ushers were slowly In about three quarts of water
In youth my ship sailed far from me.
more trained experts ln beauty cul
, John Devine and Fiske Adams. Jr. to make rich ham stock for the day in Augusta attending the Meth Bremen.
ture than Jobs. More and more
Miss Mary Morse of Friendship re The years slipped by. no longer June
I There were 150 guests present at the foundation of split pea or lima bean odist Conference.
women
are becoming permanent
Is In my heart; lost Is the tune
customers of beauty shops. Send
Ned Kelley has a new car.
cently visited her grandparents Mr. That thrilled the hours of youthful
ceremony.
for
our
booklet
which discusses the
soup. Season with the needed salt
days;
Mrs. Charles Harding has the sym and Mrs. Charles L. Eugley.
opportunities In beauty culture and
The bride wore white satin with and pepper and some chopped onion
Oone Is the zest to seek new ways.
gives
full
details
of our course of
Mrs. Bertha Jones of Damariscotta Alone I sit where summer sun
instruction and practice.
lace veil and carried sweet peas and or parsley. The tiny bits of ham go pathy of friends in the death of her
the rocks and foam waves run.
father. N. B. Trask. Mr. and Mrs. is guest of her mother Mrs Frank Splashes
HUB ACADEMY
Dark sails, rain drenched, from out
Easter lilies. The maid of honor wore beautifully into ham pie with biscuit
Time's sea.
Of Hair and Beauty Culture 181
Trask spent a part of several win Simmons.
yellow organdie and carried a bouquet crust, escalloped ham and noodles,
In my old age drift back to me.
Massachusetts Avenue. Boston Ap
ters here with their daughter and
proved by State of Maine.
Norman C. Tice
Mr. and Mrs. Irvine Condon and
of yellow jonquils and sweet peas. stuffed peppers, escalloped ham and
Washington. D. C.
son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Harding. Mrs. Fred Libby of Thomaston were
The double ring service was used. potatoes, creamed ham and asparagus
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Kittredge of visitors recently at Melvin Oenthner's
Following the wedding a reception or into a jellied ham salad or com
Lagrange spent last weekend with home.
was held at the home of the groom's bination sandwich spreads.
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Kit
Mrs William Gross and Mrs Mel
parents. The young couple received
Ground bits of ham with chopped
tredge.
vin
Genthner have been guests of
many useful and beautiful gifts.
olives or peanuts, or some well
Shirley Kelley has been confined to Mrs. Henrietta Creamer and Miss
The bride attended schools in this drained crushed pineapple and may
RATES:
his bed the past week with grippe.
Agnes Creamer of West Waldoboro.
Jingle
J» Ji»
community and Camden, and gradu onnaise make grand fillings for dainty
to Your hotel in BOSTON
Mrs William Thorne called recently
ated from the Maine School of Beauty or hearty sandwiches. A good cream
Ooub’s *J«r-4u-4U
on Mrs. Ida Miller at the village.
Culture.
The bridegroom is em 6oup and a ham sandwich is a per
AU tOOMS WITH IATN
500 Rooms
ployed at the Erving street A & P fect noon lunch for the youngsters
Special
r«U|
Stor'e, Framingham.
SOMERVILLE
and grownups. The sliceable parts of
After May 1 Mr. and Mrs. Sealey left over ham are delightful when
RADIO
Mr. and Mrs. A. R. Colby were re
SERVIDOR
will be at home art 143 Lincoln street. served cold, or reheated in a fruit or
cent business callers in Gardiner.
TUB’-.SHOWER
Framingham.
barbecue sauce. Not a speck of that
W. H. Chadbourne of Auburn visi
delicious sugar cured flavor need go
MANQER
MODERN WOMEN to waste when you buy a ham. It’s a RADIO SETS ADJUSTED, ted his lumber camps here recently.
Mr. and Mrs David S. Thurlow of
NEED NOT SUFFER monthly pain and delay dua practical purchase, with a maximum
Repaired, and Custom Set Building
« NORTH STATION
to colds, nervous strain, exposure or similar reuses. of flavor, a minimum of work and
Waterville
were guests last Saturday
by
expert
engineer
Chi-chee-ters Diamond Brand Pills are effective,
** $TEP-/r»siy»«r TRAIN-fsysi/e ROOM '
reliable and give QUICK RELIEF Sold by
CROCKETT
’
S
GARAGE
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
F.
A.
Turner.
waste.
al 1 druxgista for over 45years Aik lor—1
Phone 2380-Camden member
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Colby of Coop
Try these suggestions for the sec Rockport.
National Radio Institute,
CHICHESTERS PILLS
Washington,
D. C.
ers Mills were visitors Sunday at the
ond and third appearance of your
7-21-U
home of Mr. and Mrs. A. R. Colby.
"JHI IIAMONP W I RAMP" ,
Easter Star Ham.

GOOD SIGHT

NO TRAFFIC OR TAXI/

Mr. Ldrnh and Miss Catt discuss the more
abundant life—the price of cat-nip—the
woolen market and the weather.

THE EIGHT SPOT
The one spot a person looks who wishes to hire a
room or a tenement is the ‘‘To Let’’ column of The
Courier-Gazette. Nuff sed. Phone 770.

Every-OtKer-Day
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POULTRYMEN COMING

UN SOCIAL JUSTICE

Will Your Spring Chicks Live?
Depends on Care and Sunshine

Page Five

UNION

NEW ZEPPELIN WILL CREATE EXCITEMENT ON SPRING VISIT

Representatives Of 13 States To Have
Mrs. Mertie Russell. Mrs Winifred
Week’s Vacation In Maine
Butler of Portland and Mrs A O
the Vinalhaven Skippers
Butler of Rockland were recent
The Northeastern Producer’s Coun guests of Mrs. Annie Butler.
Have Many Alibis
cil, an organization composed of
Rev. Mr. Haines, who has complet
After one of the most bltteny con
poultrymen from 13 States will hold ed hls duties at the Nazarene
tested and closely fought matches of
Its annual summer vacation in Maine Church, went Tuesday with Mrs
the season the Ganders nosed out
this year. Gardner Hayden of Ray Haines and infant daughter to at ten. I
the Skippers ln their weekly en- ,
mond. president of the Maine Poul the Nazarene conference ln Malden.
counter at the Cascade Alleys, Vlnaltry Improvement Association an Mass They were accompanied by
liaven last Wednesday night. It was
nounced.
Miss Evelyn Danforth.
only toy a margin of five pins, tout J
It will mark the first time that
Ouests Bunday of Mrs. Annie But
that was enough to send the Goose- j
this organization which is an affilia ler were Mr. and Mrs Franz Bu'ler
men home smiling to well earned |
tion of poultry Interests in Maine, of Rockland.
slumber and the Skip-men home to i
«T*
Vermont. New Hampshire, Massachu
Miss Ruth Barker of Portland was
toss upon their several beds in rest
setts. Rhode Island, Connecticut, at home last weekend.
less and sleepless meditation. Look- '
New York. New Jersey, Pennsylvania,
The new queen of the skies LZ-129, to be christened the Hindenburg.
Mr. and Mrs. Dana Webber of Au
tng over their scores after the game
Delaware. Maryland, Virginia and burn, Mass., arrived Monday to be
all the Skips could see where they
West Virginia has convened in Maine guests for a week of the latter's
could have done a little better and
and will bring together the largest mother Mrs. Elizabeth Hawes.
made up the five pins, but nowhere
gathering of poultrymen ever held In
Recent visitors at the home of Mrs.
could they find the five pins.
Maine. Mr. Hayden said.
R C. Stewart were Mr and Mrs.
It was a gala evening for one Leon
The convention will be held on the] Harry Thompson of Lowell. Maas.
Sanborn, for there was free bowling,
University of Maine campus in
Mrs Edward Mathews was hostess
free cigars, free refreshments and
August, the exact date of which will | Wednesday to the Christmas Club.
free advice, the last only, being dis
be announced next week. In addition
Mr. and Mrs Leroy Gleason had
regarded. Les Dyer was again king
to convention business, a program of as guests Sunday Mr. and Mrs Ar
TYOTH for the home and commerpin-getter, hls 115 for high single
entertainment will be presented to thur Stewart Mr. and Mrs Oscar
clal chicken raleer, the coming
and 298 for total putting him way
of Spring always preienta a prob
the visiting poultrymen and members Orlnnell and Mrs Arthur Orlnnell.
New serial luxury—thc enclosed promenade
lem. for the cold, raw, wet and
out front. He was trailed by the
of their families by the Maine Poul
Mr and Mrs Raymond Chapman
deck on the new airship.
muddy
weather
can
cripple
the
olGoose whose two spares in the last
try Improvement Association.
and family of Wellesley. Mass
profits of a whole twelvemonth.
two frames of the match virtually
"This is the first opportunity that passed last weekend with Rev and
The first ten weeks ln a chick's
snatched the cup of victory from the I life are the ones that count and It
Maine has had of entertaining this Mrs T. C. Chapman
Veteran Engineers of Greatest Airship
lips of the Skippers, and placed it In I Is an appalling fact that chick mor
Mr and Mrs. Albert Goss wen; I
distinguished group of poultrymen.’’
Solve Vital I.tihriealion Problem
the hands of the Ganders.
tality varies from 10 to 60 percent. Dean and keep the chicken houae
tald President Hayden, in making Tuesday to Boston
•
The Graf Zeppelin, veteran of six years of
Many
agricultural
colleges
and
ex

free
from
disease.
The
cblck'a
Although the Skippers won the
astounding achievement.
this announcement. "The committee
Mrs Maud calderwood. who has
By LATTIMER SHAW
second and third strings by five pins I periment stations have been at blood under these rays manufsc
Is making plans to entertain one of
1U wlth measles, ls improved
strenuous years, has created an| vanced by the substitution of oil
work for years to add to profits by lures Vitamin D, which means fas
and one pin respectively, the 11 pins !
the largest and most profitable meet- and her nurse Mrs Mlns has resaving more baby chicks.
ter growth and healthier chicks.
CANE of the most exciting mo astounding record which the new power for gasoline and the ship's
that the Ganders had at the end of j
ing in the history of the Council.”
turned to South Hope.
She will
At the University of Missouri
So It Is found that the brooder
” ments In our lives this Spring Hindenburg eventually is expected special construction.
the first string Just tided them over
Prior to the convention, which will
College of Agriculture chick mor house should be movable and have
will occur when the great new to break. The Graf Zeppelin has carT approximately 7,000,000 cubic
feet of gas In 16 separate com
Gene Hall had some company
be of a week's duration, the visitors
tality has been reduced to 6 per a tight roof. There should be I
Zeppelin airship LZ-129, to be tnade 505 successful trips during
Easter Church Services
partments tor lifting power.
cent. The same department at the square foot of floor for each 3
down tn his private cellar for 'Rab
will be met at Portland and taken on
named
Tlie Easter services Sunday at the
University ot New Hampshire got cblcks. and a south exposure with
One of the most vital problems
bit" Winslow and Prank Grimes were
a farm tour along Route 1 through
and fastest ever constructed, push cally the entire world Including an
Methodist
Church
were
well
atj
In
airship operation Is that of luIt
down
to
under
7*4
percent
bewindows
covered
with
Cel-O-Glass
es
her
blunt
nose
through
the
At

both tn hls class in this match, all '
Brunswick. Rockland, and Belfast to
around the-world voyage and 105
... ..
,
, brication and In this the wise and
tween 1929 and 1934. Experiments wblcb abuts out wind and rain, yet
lantic clouds, sails majestically Atlantic
tended, the church being lovely <n i
crossings.
She
has
been
In
((
,
ul
„ous englne.rg
M|ent„t. tn
of them having a grand total of 236
!
Orono.
st Rutgers, totaling 629,689 chicks, lets ln the full advantages of the
over New York and alights In the the air 10.500 hours and has car charge „r the „|n,lpnhtlrg tcok n0
It looks as if the Ganders had tlie | last year showed the same low per sunlight, as well as keeping the
At some time during convention Its decorations of beautiful flower:
huge naval nest at laikehursl. N. J.,
rled 27.700 passengers and more I chancPB After the most exhaustive
Skippers sewed up for the scries as It
centage of loss. They followed bouse from 10 to 20 degrees war ! week another tour will be taken to given in memory of J. D. Thurston
made famous by the globe trotting (han 55W( WM)
of mill)
a(,
lasting more than n year,
now stands three to one in favor of ' simple rules In their work: buy mer than glass. Added warmth ' Acadia National Park on Mount
Graf Zeppel
Zeppelin and the ill fated , ditlon
....
.to 92.600
...A .pounds
. . of. .freight.|
. .. j research,
Rev and Mrs Plumer and Mr and
in which scores of lubrlean's v -e
chicks
of
good
stock
early,
keep
helps
In
creating
maximum
health
j Desert Island.
the Oanders. but the Skips still have
Shenandoah,
.Macon
and
Akron
Mrs Fred A Alden Melodious se
She has traveled more than 840,- tested tn every known way, they
brooder houses and the range clean, and egg yields. This material Is
On the convention committee are
a faint hope that they might yet
After •several trial flights at
lections by the choir were a Joy to
separate old and young stock, feed flexible, light In weight, snd easy
returned to the American oil which
000
miles.
Frledrlchshafen, where she has
Marthon Doak of Belfast, chairman
come through with three straight 1 snd house properly snd give the
the ear and the inspiring sermon by
to Install. It does not break like
An Idea of the slxe of the new has lubricated the Graf Zeppelin
Just
been
completed,
and
a
couple
|
'of
the
publicity
committee;
Chester
wins.
chicks the greatest amount of sun glass or tear like cloth.
of trips across the balmy Siuth' streamlined airship may be gained fron) b*r Crat day through her enthe pastor. Rev. T. C Chapman, was
Tlw summary:
light.
Ohio. Vermont. Wisconsin. Penn Strout of Garland, chairman of the warmly received
lo South America, this 1 by a comparison of her details with ,lre 1,1,1 >''a™ “f unprecedented
Atlantic
tours committee; H. L. Richardson,
Of these rules, one of the most sylvania. New Jersey, and other
Oanders -Sanborn 266 Grimes 236.
newest and mightiest of man's sky those of the hard working Graf | licb1*v<?me:it It Is the same oil
William B . son of Mr and Mrs
Important Is to let Into the house agricultural stations have found
secretary of tours and publicity com
Ooose Arey 290. Winslow 236. Little
vehicles is scheduled to sail from Zeppelin. The Graf Is 776 feet long ( which is used In millions of cars
Berry Oould of South Union, and
aa much of the ultra violet rays of that brooder houses kept clean and
mittees. T. Earl Prouty of Dennysthe new airport at Erankforl-am and 100 feet In diameter. The Hind throughout the world and which
field 278. total 1306
the sun as possible. Glass and windows that let In the ultra violet ! ville and Dr. J F. Witter, chairman Arnold E. son of Mr and Mrs Alvah
Main, her permanent home, on enburg is 812 feet long with a di carried Admiral Byrd's airplanes
Skippers—Drew 261, Dyer 298. Skip
soiled cloth curtains keep it out. sun rays go far to control chick j and secretary of the banquet com- E Ames, were baptized. At 7 o'clock ,
Wednesday, May 6th.'out over the ameter of 135 feet. Probably (he and tractors safely over 43.000
Arey 266 Peterson 240. Hall 236. total
These rays are the important ones mortality, leg weakness, disease
a fine concert was given by membe.-s
blustery North Atlantic. Sometime most important difference In the miles of uninhabited Antarctic
!
mittee;
T.
A
Murray
of
Camden
and
that promote the building of bone and low egg yields later lo tho
1301.
of the church school, each doing hls
on Saturday. May 9tb. the New- two ships lies In tbelr motive pow wastes, when oil failure would have
; j. |R Smith of Orono, chairman and
and tissue, help prevent leg wearl- season.
spelled
disaster
and death—Veedol
Scorer, Hopkins.
part ln a manner which reflected
.
„
_
York crowds, looking upward, may er. The Graf has five gasoline en-,
secretary of campus arrangements;
expect to see the silvery cigar- glne. of 550-hp. each, totaling 2760 “°l<* 0,1 rpflnpd b)' Tide Water
credit on Miss Bertha Moody the
’
general
public
to
the
advantages
of
Frank
Ixjrd
of
Keizer
Falls,
chairman
horsepower.
Her
top
speed
I.
about
Oil
Company
from
the
highest
shaped duralumin mammoth with
supervisor. Rev Mr Chapman gave 1
Post Mortctns and Alibis
VINALHAVEN
o I She
of the entertainment committee.
her 50 passengers and crew of 43 71 miles an hour. Her big new sister grade
a lecture on the story of Christ s '
knowing more about sea foods.
They simply must be believed for I
-------,
,,
. „
wlll carry 5 tons of Veedol on
Both the Maine Department of Ag
completing the first of 10 contem Is driven by four Mercedes-Benz
. " '
they are given by the persons most i A dance will be held tonight in the
) resurrection and the spirit of Easter.
plated trips to New York during Diesel aircraft engines of 1100 each trip.
riculture and the Maine Development
The Hindenburg has greater com
concerned.
' Blue Roo™ with rhythm by the
Illustrated with lantern slides show- :
William G. Johnston
1936 In the inauguration ot the first hp. each, almost double the Graf’s
Commission will assist in the con
forts
and luxuries for passengers
Captain Skip: We were out lucked. Yankee Clippers.
lng
many
interesting
events
in
the
regular
trans-Atlnntlc
airship
serv

power,
and
her
top
speed
Is
ex

William O. Johnston. 64. a respect- vention and entertainment arrange
last days of Christ on earth.
ice to the United States.
pected to be dose to 93 miles an and crew than any ship which ever
Not once in a dozen years would i, Mrs Joseph Hutchinson entertained ed and esteemed citizen of this town.
ment.
The new airliner is expected to i hour. These are the first aircraft sailed the skies and ber arrival
....
|
Captain Ooose get two spares In the the Mother and Daughter Club Wed- dled Monday at his home after a
show .many superiorities over the {Diesel engines ever installed in here will be bailed with excitement
last two frames. It Is a hard blow ne.sdsy night at her home.
| long illness. He was born in Sect
Triple Birthday Celebration
Graf Zeppelin. That famous ship. J a llghterthan-alr ship. The cause by everybody, Including stamp col
APPLETON RIDGE
but we have another chance yet.
Mrs. Carroll Oregory was hostess j land, son of the late Henry and
The 60th milestone in the life Jouratilt In active service after six 1 of safety has been greatly ad- lectorsGive me two months to practice and Friday to Depression Club.
1 Margaret (White) Johnston.
Mrs Ada Proctor and son Ira were neys of Charles Heath and Robert
I'll make him step. Mate Drew: I
The Saturday Nighters meet toDeceased ls survived by his wife,
April 26. Miss Elizabeth Winchenpaw
callers last Saturday on Mrs Eliza F. Clark was marked Monday. Mr
SEARSMONT
FRIENDSHIP
was a little off my feed. I had a night with Miss Muriel Chilles.
one sister. Mrs Samuel Morgan, and
and Miss Flora Wallace will conduct
beth
Newbert
and
Mrs.
Evelyn
Pit

and
Mrs.
J
W.
Sayward.
at
whose
hard day at the office My wife has
Oeorge Kay was in Rockland yes- 0I* brolhfr' James Johnston, both of
Mrs Harriet Knight is in Rockland
Luther Wotton and his mother services at the church.
man. '
home Mr Heath lives, invited a party
just bought an automobile and the terday on a business trip.
I Concord. N. H.; also by several nieces
Mrs Albion Wotton. and Mrs Daisy
Mrs Ella Cook who has been con for an Indefinite time.
L.
N.
Moody
has
bought
the
former
strain and worry’ over her welfare
of friends to help celebrate the event.
Mrs. Edward Oreenleaf was (n, ,nd nePhe»s
Simmons motored recently to Port fined to her home by lllness. Is some
a stone cutter by | K<*nf place from Au8tin Towle
Pour persons were baptized Easter
has been terrific. Every time I
Mrs Charles Fuller, whose anniver
land and were guests of Mr and Mrs what improved:
Rockland Wednesday to meet Capt. ,
. . .
. .. .____ ...
Arnold Pitman has been confined
Sunday In the local church which
looked at the pins I saw an auto „
, .
. .
/
.
.... trade, had made hls home for manj I
.
....
sary’ Is on thBt date, though she is S W Davis. Washburn avenue
A party of friends from this vicin was prettily decorated for the occa
Greenleaf on his return from Miami
, ...
_____ to the house by lllness
accident. I'll do better next time
vears ln this community and leaves _
n__•
ity recently tendered Mrs. E. fe. sion with potted plants and flowers.
Mrs Ada Proctor and son Ira were a few years younger than Mr. Heath
Miss
Nellie
Davis
who
has
been
at

Mrs.
Willis
Kossuth
and
Margaret
hfre
a
clrcle
of
friends
H
e
after the paint has wom off the auto.
g member of star of Hope Lodge. in Hollis Center Thursday and there and Mr. Clark, was also an honor tending Farmington Normal School, Burns a surprise birthday party n». An eloquent sermon was preached by
Chief Engineer Peterson: While we Philbrook were Rockland visitors
her home in South Waldoboro the pastor Rev Alfred H Ives.
has returned home.
lO.OF.
, visited Mrs. Lizzie McCorrison at the guest
lost the match It should be noted Wednesday.
Those present were; Mr. and Mis.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Byron
MacDonald
yun^i
services
wfre
held
at
the
h
°™
°
f
Undley
Bradbury
where
she
Rev.
and
Mrs
L
W.
Spencer
of
La

Those
present
were:
Mr
and
Mrs
Uiat I won four cigars from my op
The Ladies' Aid recently held a
has
been
spending
the
winter
Mrs
James McLaughlin of Rockland. Mr. fayette, R. I. were callers Monday on Ray Winchenpaw. and daughter. sale of fancy articles along with an
ponent. Grimes. We couldn’t get up are spending a few weeks in Camden ),ome Thursday. Rev. John Whitting
Betty. Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Morton.
Meredith Trefrey
returned
Wednes- ton officiating.
There were
friends In town
steam, our water was low. and our
....... _____
_________
______ ________
___ beautiful .I McCorrison will return to her home &nd Mfs Car, Heath and son Rober
entertainment and social from which
Mrs Abbie Stevens. Mrs Ethel Day.
electric current was fluctuating. When : day from Miami.
I floral tributes from relatives and hcre *”
Mrs. Lydia Layer. Mrs. Mary Clar<.
The Ladies' Aid was entertained
a considerable sum was realized.
we can reverse these conditions, we
Mrs
OrWnl.w vlilled Wed.| friends* Tht( body was Ijornejo
• e
er Muriel Robbins Robert F. Clark. Mr and Mrs. W. J Wednesday afternoon at the home of Miss Eda Lawry and Elbridge Win Mrs. Harriet Knight was the
chenpaw.
Pools Hill cemetery by A m Lassie.
Bryant,
—
Fred
Robbins, Rodney Georgianna Winchenpaw. with 14
will give those Oanders a shock. I nesday tn
Services Easter 8unday at the handicraft chairman and Mrs. Flora
Thomas Baum. James Christie and and *>n James and C. Johnson Pit- Messer
present. A pleasant and profitable
Executive Officer Dyer: Our guns
Dunton. Mrs. Julia Levensaler. Mrs.
Marguerite Chapter, 018, mee's Irving Fifleld.
Methodist Church were largely at
man were
visitors last SatA supper of tasty viands was served session was interspersed by the serv
r”
?l?r!?0_r
I Monday. After the ceremonies a onetended. Tlie Knights of Pythias and Francella Moody and Ethel Higgins
Those
from out__of town who at- urday
____ _________
and the evening pleasantly passed in ing of refreshments. The next meet
were in charge of the ice cream. Mrs
act play entitled "Patriotic Pepper tended the funeral were Mrs Samuel
At the Orange last Saturday the socja] chat music was supplied by ing will be Wednesday afternoon Sisters attended in a body and a stir Ives supervised at the candy table
yards instead of twenty we would
will be, presented.
Committee
chairring
Easter
message
was
delivered
by
V1 K
. , Morgan and daughter. Mrs Harold third and fourth degrees were con R. Messer, violin; Carl Heath clari with Mrs. Gertrude Oliver.
have lapped them up. It's hard to
and Mrs Mabel Cobb sold tickets.
the pastor. Rev. Mr. Lewis. Choral
se" with six ; man 18 Ellzabelh Ross'
by, Fowler and James Johnston, all of; ferred on two candidates.
net; and W J. Bryant, piano. Mr.
Herbert L. Simmons underwent a numbers included; "Hosanna” Gou "The Old Farmers" made a hit in
Aijnes Smalley.
!
_
__
••
Mr and Mrs. Leonard Quinn and McLaughlln wh0 has a fine voice,
Inch rifles. Anchor Man Hall: It was
] Concord. N. H.
surgical operation Sunday at 8tate nod;
'"Tis Midnight." Adams: thc persons of Rev Mr. Ives and Mr.
daughter of Rockland visited her sang several solos. During the eve
the dne»t time I have seer, for many
A/bb' whb hf“ bee"
-----------------Pinkham. the High School teacher.
Street Hospital. Portland.
“Easter Dawn" Marie M Hine; Llew
a moon. When a man Is choking
Elmer, was born March 25 to Mr.
8tratton wlll
at hls vinal- parents Sunday.
ning three gorgeous birthday cakes
Rev S Clark who was in Togus ellyn Oliver was organist and Arthur
There will be no services at the
with thirst he certainly cannot do and Mrs Herman Holbrook
haven office on the arrival of the
• • • were served with ice cream accom during the winter, has returned
church
Sunday as the pastor is at
MacFarland.
violinist.
Decorations
Delightful
Easter
Convert
hls best I owe my defeat to Old
Rev John Whittington will preach
Monday. April 20. remaining
paniment.
home
were Easter lilies, jonquils, pottel tending the annual conference in
John Barleycorn and nothing else. Sund*y morning at Unton_ Church i untll lu departure Wednesday-adv.
A fine program was presented
Mertland Simmons motored Tues plants and ferns.
Augusta.
Sunday night to a large audience by
Scotty had seen him and I hadn't. and the senior Christian Endeavor
EAST UNION
day to Portland, taking his mother to
Word has been received of the
will
hold
its
meeting
in
the
church
at
members
of
the
Baptist
Sunday
Someday I'll catch Scotty In that wUl
ite
LIBERTY
pass a few days With her son. Therdeath April 12 of Lulie wife of Ivor.'
7
p.
m.
with
Miss
Gwendolyn
Oreene
School
The
offerings
were:
OreetORFF
’
S
CORNER
Mrs. C. J. Grassow was recent I ald. while Mr. Slmmons is in the hos
same predicament, then see what a
C. Moore of Framingham. Mass.
leader.
Rev. J. Robert Cockrell was mar- ' ing song. Juniors; Scripture reading guest of hM daughler, Mrs. Gretchen
difference there wlll be.
pital.
Mrs Moore was the former Miss
Tuesday at Camp Beacon these' ried Tuesday to Elizabeth E Bartges. and prayer. Rev. Louts Watson; con- Payson
Miss Alda Hoch returned horn” last Lulie Achorn of Rockland and her
Rev Mr. Lewis attended the E. M.
For
the
past
year
Rev.
Mr
Cockrell
gregatlonal
singing;
Being
Happy,
six
The
Uni<m
mertjng
wUh
graduates
of
class
of
'34,
Vinalhaven
Radio? "There is nothing finer
Saturday after spending the winter husband Is a nephew of Mrs. F A.
e
w#_s de,jghtfu, Conference in Augusta this week.
than a Stromberg-Carlson.' Maine High Scohol. enjoyed a supper: Bar- has been oastor of the Vlncentown beginners; Easter Eggs, eight Juniort;
In Gardiner.
Diinton of this place
Frank Winchenpaw of Davis Point
(N J.) Baptist Church. The bride solo. Frank Meservey,
33-tf
bara Brown, Joyce Bennett, Avis rn.
Music Co.
' accompanied
r
in every feature.
A. S. Leonard, manager of Rock
_____ . I Webster, and Bertha Healey. The Is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W. at organ by Mrs. Newbert.
ls driving a new car.
Mrs Mabel Cobb picked pansier
land City Farm, with his family was April 1. but eight days later the
Wake Up. six beginners: exercisPayson, accompanied by
Mrs. Mary Stanley has returned
' party was in honor of Miss Healey's' c. bartges of Drexel Hill, Fenna.
The Conqueror: Spreading
the h" mother. Mrs Orassow. and Arlene home after passing the winter with calling Sunday on friends here The ground presented a far dlfferen.
' birthday anniversary and the supper1 she ls a graduate nurse,
Leonards are former residents.
The
Sewing
Circle
meets
Tuesday
Easter
Story,
eight
beginners;
chorux
B™*"Mo«d«y of Mra her son ln South Portland.
J SAVE FUEL
sight with its four Inches of snow.
included a large decorated birthday
The Seising Circle mee
ay,
h
Jn Cam<Jen
Mrs. James Hall of Elmore is guest
Several from here, and also a
BAKE QUICKLY
cake.
| with Mrs. Ruby Hoit
Capt. Melvin Lawry was an Au
of her daughter Mrs. Albert Elwell group from Liberty and Montville,
1?
If who FAr»nt I Intermediates and seniors; Eastel lily' Mr. and Mrs. A. W Payson dined gusta visitor Sunday.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Leroy
Ames
returned
Put In your kitchen one of the new
1 *
(Bineri a broken ankle ls at drill- 12 Juniors; remarks by pastor; Easter Sunday with Thomas WinMrs. Nellie Borneman ls visiting and 30 from Belfast, attended th»
Dalton Wotton has employment
Wednesday from Norfolk Downs.
w“.
ow
Townsend Club meeting Tuesday
friends
in Warren
with
Ray
Winchenpaw
Mass.
Edrick
Edgecomb
I
ged
Cr0S8
'
four
girta:
b«nedlction
by
|
Mrs.
Lilia
Morton
and
mother,
Mrs.
Mrs. Marjorie Ralph and son have night in Rockland. Benjamin C.
Mrs. Howard Beal has returned
A supper preceded the Tuesday
Millie
Jones,
accompanied
by
Dorothy
pastor.
returned
from a few days' visit in Bubar of Danforth was the speaker.
home
from
a
visit
in
Boston.
meeting of Ocean Bound Rebekah
The attendance contest conducted
Mrs. Alice Watson was at the organ Morton, motored Tuesday to Portland.
The ice left Quantabacook Pond
Lynn,
Mass.
Miss
Lyle
Ludwig
and
Lester
1 Lodge.
for the past few weeks by the
The next meeting of Pioneer! Thompson were recently married.
There will be a broadcast over Sta churches of South Montville. Halldale for all musical parts.
Mrs Florence Sprague entertained April 8—a few days earlier than
Grange will be observed as birthday
Mrs. Dwight Stanley and children relatives from Massachusetts over usual.
tion WBZ next Thursday at 3.45 p m. and Liberty, with Rev. Harold Nut
BON VOYAGE!
anniversary night.
Alfred and 8herman. who have been last weekend.
| about Vinalhaven and its fishing in ter, pastor, closed Sunday with
(Por Thf Courier-Gazette)
dustry. This broadcast was original South Montville in the lead. At the I
Mrs. Ella Bowley of South Hope passing a few days with Mrs Stan
Mrs. Margaret Hutchins and Mrs.
AU aboard lor Washington!
The train la pulling out,
ly scheduled for 11 a. m. Wednesday, closing meeting, attendance at the ,
was at the home of Mrs. Ida Watts ley’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charier. Ada Elwell attended Easter services
Filled with happy youngsters—
Murphy, have returned to Monhegan. at the village Baptist Church.
but has been changed. It is one of local church was large, special music ‘
on a recent visit.
Hear them cheer and shout!
WONDERFUL DISINFECTANT
Services will not be held Sunday
a series of broadcasts sponsored being supplied by Mr. and Mrs. J. P.
Days of wondrous pleasure.
and
J. W. Gilbert has returned to South
at
the
Methodist
Church
owing
to
Jointly by the six New England State Sanford and Mrs. Raymond Worth
Nights with thrills abound:
CLARK ISLAND
DEODORANT
Union after a few days' visit here
At the sights and wonders
the pastor's attendance at the con
j Departments of Agriculture, and the ing. Beautif il floral decorations in
As they "go round and round."
with friends.
Sick Rooms
ference in Augusta. On Sunday,
, Federal Bureau of Agricultural Eco
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Hale
Richards
are
at
cluded an Easter lily sent by Mrs.
All aboard for Rockland I
Easter services at the church con
Bath Roonu
nomics. It is designed to further the
Hurry to waiting train,
Mt. Waldo where Mr. Richards has
A J. Skidmore. The pastor delivered
Tired, sleepy, happy—
sisted of sermon by the pastor and
interests of the fishing industry of
Kitchens
Olad to come home again.
employment.
an Inspiring sermon.
baptism of children. An enjoyable
ROM
New England, and to educate thc
Garage Floors
HJalmar Carlson went Thursday to
Rockland
program by the children followed
Hingham
to
visit
Mrs
Carlson
who
is
HOUSE
AND
SHORE
PROPERTY
Concrete
Floors
VINALHAVEN ft ROCKLAND STB'T CO
SWAN’S ISLAND
Mrs Nettie Brown returned Sunday
Modern 7 room building, 1U atory.
Service to Vlnxlhaven, North Haven,
I ill with rheumatic fever.
The beet range that can be made.
shovel windows, both sides situated
Stone
Steps
Stonlnxton, Isle an Haut, Swan'i
from Lynn, Mass., where she spent
Mr. and Mrs. William Davis have on beautiful Oeorges River. 8t.
The local chapter of the American
Island and Frenchboro
Trade In Your Old Range
Refrigerators
the winter with her daughter Mrs
Oeorge, Me Eleven acres, wood land,
Effective Oct. 1, 1935
returned
from
Rackliff
Island
where
Red Cross donated $35 for flood re
orchard, gardens, cottage lots etc.,
Winter Service 1935-1936
Meda
Ralph.
Drain
Pipes
large water front, boating, bathing,
j they passed the winter.
lief.
Priced from
Dally Except Bunday
OP
one best shore fronts on river.
Mr
and
Mrs.
Fred
Pratt
and
son
(Subject to Change Without Notice)
(They
Are
Tested)
Oeorge Baum has employment ln
Garbage Pans
House—first class repslr, fireplace,
Mr. and Mrs. Alvah Smith of Rock
Eastern Standard Time
large sun porch, fine cellar, water ln
Gleason of Tenant's Harbor. Mrs
Pay only 11.00 each week if you wish Read Down
Read Up land are with relatives here for a few
Milford. N H
Toilet Bowls
pouse. Make good year round home,
A. M
Carl Malmstrom. Walfred Magnu excellent summer estate. Price right, Rebecca Spear and Miss Irma Spear
Lavatories
Ar. 800 days.
3 30 Lv Swan'i Iiland,
terms upon request.
ol Warren visited Sunday at the
Stonington.
Ar. 4.40
son and Manfred Magnuson are ln
Nelson
Morse
recently
made
a
ALFRED'C.
HOCKING
Takes
all
unpleasant
odors away
Ar.
3
30
North Haven,
408 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME. Milford. N. H., where they are en St. George, Me. Tel. Tenants Hbr. 56-13 homes of Albert Elwell and Mrs
ROCKLAND, ME.
Ar. 1.45 brief visit in Portland and Kenne
1.15 LV Vinalhaven,
Once Tried, Always Used
45-50
Lv. 130
llltf
MO Ar. Rockland,
Amber Child*.
gaged in cutting paving.
UO-tf bunk.
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Cote’s Magic Water
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Burpee Furniture Co.

BRECK’S SEEDS

Crie Hardware Co.

Can be
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Every-Other-Day
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CLYDE SMITH IS IN

THOMASTON

Notices of Appointment

in Everybody’s Column

Probate Notices

I SUNDAY, MONDAY, TUESDAY AT STRAND j

FOR SALE
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«
• »6

STATE OF MAINE
i
s*
1- 1 . r*
f'
1 I. Charles L. Veazie. Register of ProServices at the Baptist Church I
Late Candidate r or L»overnor bntc for the County of Knox, in the
To
all
persons
interested In either of
State of Maine, hereby certify that ln
Sunday will be: Bible School at 9:46
CAMBRIDGE TAILORING CO, cus
Becomes a Congressional
tom made suits, overcoats $18 to $50
o'clock; morning worship at 11, the '
Wlll call at your home or office. 400
lAspirant
»ns
rnm.rr.tnri
nnrt
on
thn
I
in
and
for
the
County
of
Knox.
on
tiie
Guardians
and
Conservators
aud
the
pastor's sermon title to be “Cheer- I
17th day,of March In the year of our
samples to select from. A perfect fit
dates hereinafter named’
. lord one thouxand nine hundred and
BROWN zipper Pocketbook lost on guaranteed Tel. 435-J. II. P. FOWLIE
fulness.” At this service, music will
LYMAN F
MERRIFIELD late of, thlrty-slx and by adjournment from dav Ltinerock" St' "Tel 100Z-J KATHLFEN 2_Orange St. Rockland.
45*47-tf
Clyde H. Smith, of Skowhegan, a Washington. deceased Maud D. Merrl- to day from the 17th day of said March CHA8E 48 Brewster St
47*lt
include the anthem •’This Is The
JERSEY Bull for sale. 13 months old.
fleld of Washington was appointed the following matters having Iteen '------------------------------------------------------- —
member of the Executive Council. Executrix March 3. 1936. without bond Sresented for the action thereupon i NOTICE—la hereby given ol the loss of ELMER DOW. 270 Pleasant St City.
Day" by Schnecker; baritone solo.
47*49
erelnafter Indicated
lt is hereby deposit book number S311 and the owner
ISABELLA H HOOPER late of Fall
"Oloria" by Buzzi-Peccia. Raymond
Tuesday night declared himself a River.
I of said book asks for duplicate ln acMass . deceased Richard Osborn Ordered:
ELEVEN single horses, and double
t ordance with the provision of the State teams for sale. Secor*.I load to ar-lvc
Fall River, Mass. and Parker Morse
K. Greene; response from "Te Deum"
candidate for thc Republican nomi- of
That notice thereof be given to all
SECURITY TRUST CO. Rockiand. first ot week Also John Iweie Machin
Hooper of Camden were appointed
by Sullivan. At the evening service
I nation for representative to Con- Executors January 21. 1933. and quali thia order to be published three weeks ! Maine. ENSIGN OTI8. Re-elver. April 2. ery; tractors on rubber. Tel. 6-4. C. M
41-S-47 BURGESS. Union.___ ____ ______ 47-49
1936.
fied
by
filing
bond
March
3.
1936.
successively In the Courler-Oazette a
at 7 o'clock the pastor will use lor
I gress in the Second District at the
LAWRENCE T MOORE of Rockland. newspaper published at Rockland ln
AUTOMATIC lath-, portable black
his subject "A Voice Behind Thee.”
smith's forge, anvil, shafting; stationary
June primaries. He becomes the Charles H Morey, of Rockland was ap said County that they may appear at a
pointed Conservator
March ..
3. ....
1936. and r-rooaie
gas engine 1>,4 h.p. for sale. WALTER
...... o!
...
..........
............. .........
Probate court
Court w
to oc
be neiu
held at
at saiu
said nocaRockEdward B. Newcombe will be the solo
seventn announced candidate ln the qualified by filing bond March 6. 1936 |and. on the 21st day of April A. D
BUTLER. 12 Elm St Thomaston. 47*49
ist for the evening.
SEWALL P YORK, of Damariscotta. 1936. at nine o'clock ln the forenoon.
district.
A few household furnishings for Im
County of Lincoln: Elmer E Joyce of I and be heard thereon If they tee cause
mediate sale. Call afternoons at 93
Mrs. Edward P. Johnson. Mrs. J.
—
.»» March 1
Mr. Smith more than a year ago- Camden, was appointed■ Ouardlan
Llmerock St MRS F C NORTON. 45-tf
ELIZABETH
K
MARSHALL.
late
of
1936. and qualified by filing bond St. Oeorge. deceased
Russell Davis. Mrs. Bowdoin L.
announced himself as a gubernatorial 3,
Copy of lost Wlll I MAN wanted by
w~T»*e
oy targe
large manufacturer
MODERN seven room house and
March 14. 1936
Petition for Probate thereof, ask- I o7 household necessities to complete garage Lot 63x80 feet. Excellent loca
Grafton. Mis. Karl Stetson, Mrs.
candidate but two weeks ago with CAROLYN L. ERSKINE late of Rock and
Ing that the said copy inav be allowed ,ates organization. Muat be Industrious tion. at 19 Franklin street. Tel. 186-R
deceased
Alice Chase Erskine of and that letters Testamentary Issue to and w,lltng w conduct home service for Information.____________________ 4T*tf
Rodney E. Brasier. Mrs. Margaret A.
drew his candidacy because, he said land.
Rrcklaud
was
appointed
Executrix Elizabeth Marshall Easton of Arlington, business. Hustlers can earn »25 first
SEVERAL lots of pressed hay and
Lakeman and Mr. and Mrs. Prank
Tuesday, "people advised me that March 17. 1936. and qualified by filing Mass. and Albert T Oould of Marble- wfek and increase rapidly Write today,
bond
on
same
date
head. Mass they being the executors raWLEIOH S. DEPT MED-73-W. Albany etraw for sale Del. ln truck loads or at
Hallowell motored Thursday to Saco
there were two antagonistic candibarn
J. F BRYANT. Tel 419 Thorndike
; E y
43*47
FRANK L. MONTGOMERY late of named ln said copy.
Me
45*57
where they attended the meeting of
dates from Skowhegan and that the Warren, deceased C. Ida Stevens of
CHARLES O WATERMAN, late of I
, ..
, ...
_ , .
Warren was appointed Executrix March North Haven, deceased
MOTORBOAT for sale. 23 ft long, per
WUl and Pet- : OLD-FASHIONED wash tuba wanted
Annette Chapter, OES.
selection of either man would mean
isse. without bond
Will
buy
If
In
good
condition
ARTHUR
ltlon for Probate thereof, asking that _ . .. ______ ___ .
.. „ fect condition 22 h p. Dodge engine.
LAMB, ----301 Main street
47-lt Apply_24 Oak St _Tel J84-W __ 47*49
Services for Low Sunday at the
losses to the party."
ABEL M FULLER, late of Rockland. the same may be proved and allowed I p- XJkia
deceased
Stella
Fuller
IJnekin of and that Letters Testamentary Issue to
OIL-BURNING brooder for sale, used
In making his statement Mr. Smith R^'kiand waa’appolntsd Executrix March I Clarence E Waterman, of North Haven. I wimtcd'“yrtll 'buy’ lf"ln'^gSJd’Wndltlon one
Church of St. John Baptist will in
season, capacity 1000 chicks; also
he being the Executor named ln said [ ARTHUR LAMB 301 Main Bt.
47-lt coal breeder, capacity 500 chicks. A. T.
clude: Holy Eucharist, 9:30; Church
, said. "The many demands at the 17. 1996. without bond.
——- .--------------------- r—;
— BERRY. 20 Prospect St.. Rockland 46*48
EDWARD L. DYER, late of North Will without bond
School. 10:45; the evening service
ESTATE BERTHA A. FROST, late of 1
m?n>c "yeir round In "exi State convention for me to become a niTven.~*dc<-eased Laura D Dyer of
135-FATHOM Seine. 500 meshes deep,
deceased
Petition for Ad-1 * ’„ ' Vor work around nlai-e
Must
will be omitted.
| candidate for
for ' Congress have con- ”or}8MH wuhi nt "bond0'*"*'1 EXX March Thomaston
ministration, asking that B H Keller of
dr7 mllke^ References ea* all ringed complete, for sale A big
bargain
Apply to FRED WALDO. Port
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick J. Randlett
.
, ... tlnued from almost every community
HENRY J AMES, late of Matlnlcua. Si0nbri^olnted,Adn?rthfwlthllh!;nrt I*t' rhan|‘e‘' E E <-HAPMAN. Lake View Clyde, Mr.
46*48
Charlie Chaplin is let K»«e with a couple of "Ten, he. In a huge modern |
Farm. Nobleboro Me
47-49
deceased Lizzie M Ames of Matlnlcus non be appointed Admr . with bond.
and sons. Frank and Richard, of East
WHITE
CHESTER Pigs $5. *6. and
ESTATE LIONEL NEWBERT. late of
was
appointed
Exx
March
17.
1936,
wlthUnion, deceased
Petition for license! FARM hand wanted, good milker, Ayrshire bull
Gleason HUI Farm.
Milton. Mass., will arrive today. Mr. »tccl factory in this hilarious scene from '‘Modem Times." the comedian's political services of 38 years to thc out bond
46-48
to Sell certain Real Estate, situated In permanent location, rondltlons pleasant. R.D. 3. Union. Tel 4-5.
On
Vlnalhaven
Write
FARM
HOME
Randlett will remain for the weekend long-awaited new comedy. Thc picture has bern pronounced Charlie's great party are worthy of consideration ,,
Unlon. and fully described ln said peti
GLORIOUS Glads and Dahlias. Gladi
care The Courler-Oazette_______ 46*48
tion
presented
by
Jerome
C.
Burrows
est
and
funniest.
—
adv.
olus.
large
comes
mixed.
50
for
tl
and holiday leaving Mrs. Randlett
1 and that experience obtained from Homer E Robinson, both of Rockland of Rockland. Admr.
POSITION wanted as housekeeper for Gladiolus, smaller conics mixed. 100 for
werc appointed Admrs. March 17, 1936.
j serving ln many town, county, and and qualified by filing bond on same I ESTATE CHARLES C. MCDONALD. man or woman. Write E F., care of $1 Dahlias, mixed, not labeled. IS for
and children for a week's visit with
46*48 $1. Dahlias labeled, 5 with 1 unlabeled,
I late of Thomaston. deceased
Second Courler-Oazette
CUSHING
her parents, Mr. and Mrs Alden O. procured from either Mrs. Harold F
I state positions would be helpful ln date
$1 Price list sent on request MRS.
final account tiled for allowance by
I WANT to talk to ambitious men wbo for
CHARLES W LIVINGSTON, late of and
Dana.
Clifton
M.
Felt
or
Raymond
Merrifield, at their home on Beechother activities. I have decided to Owl's Head deceased
| want to qualify for positions servicing, A I PERRY. Willow Brook Gardens.
Charles W Alfred M Strout. Admr. c. t. a
Hope
Maine. Route 105. Tel 11-4. 46*65
ESTATE ADE1LA F VEAZIE. late of i repairing, and Installing Electric Re
Young.
B S. Geyer and F. I. Oeyer in become a candidate for Congress."
Livingston. Jr ot Owl's Head was ap
woods street.
26-POOT seine boat for sale. Perfect
pointed Admr March 17. 1936. without Rockland, deceased First and Final ac frigerators and Air Conditioning Sys
i
New
Harbor
last
Wednesday
on
busi

No experience necessary, but condition. A Mg bargain Agjply to
count filed for allowance by Edward R tems
______
Mr. Smith says he believes ln pro- bond
| chosen applicant muat be mechanically FRED WALDO. Port Clyde. Me
46*48
ness called on their niece. Mrs. M F ; teotive tariff and a better underWILLIAM F THOMAS, late ot War Veazie Exr
GLEN COVE
The Baptist Woman's Mission Clr- j
I Inclined and willing to devote some
BSTATE
MARY
E
LONa
of
Freeport
FOR Immediate Sale to settle estate
ren. deceased
Herbert K Thomas of
spare
time
In
training
For
personal
McFarland
1 standing between labor and capital Warren was appointed Admr. March 17. First account fUed for allowance by Interview write REFRIGERATION EN Prince place. Spear Street. Rockport.
cle will be held in the vestry next |
Ralph H Long. Odn.
1936. without bond
Mr. and Mrs Frank Fuller and
The assessors are concluding their
GINEERING INSTITUTE
46*48 Phone 468 write Box 385. Rockland
Tuesday, at 2 o'clock. The time will
His statement also said The ravHenrietta b
duffy.
late of
46-48
ESTATE LUCY W DAVISON, late of
daughter Alice arrived home Tuesday duties at the town hall where they ages of depression plainly reveal the Wrentham. Mass deceased Walter E Thomaston, deceased First and Final
FOX Terrier pups for sale. GUY
be devoted to finishing the quilt
filed for allowance by H 8 R
from Miami where Mr Fuller was have been engaged on tax work the urgent need of assistance for the Duffy of said Wrentham was appointed account
JOHNSON. Lake Avenue Tel. 566-J
which the Circle is to give for the
Exr Feb 18. 1936. and qualified by fll- Kilborn. Edith W KUborn. and Orace «
45*47
employed in hotel work
past week
E
Wing.
Exrs.
Ing
bond
March
17.
1936
Loulae
9
aged, needy blind.dependent mothers.,
benefit of flood relief.
TWO young horses for sale 1400-1500.
»
Ingraham
of
Rockland
was
appointed
ESTATE
CHARLES
C.
MCDONALD,
late
Mrs Elizabeth Gregory. Mrs. Ma;Mr and Mrs Albert Stone and son and neglected children. We cannot Agent ln Maine.
Also double horse wagon Apply eve
of Thomaston deceased
Petition for a
Mrs. Fred G. Overlock left Friday
nings. HUOO LAURILLA. Cushing. Mr
IADA M NEWCOMBE late of Thomas Distribution presented by Alfred M R
45*47
by motor for Malden. Mass., and upon garet Maxey and Mrs Marian Wald- are in Rockland as guest* of Mr. delay specific and honorable care ton,
deceased Edward B Newcombe of Strout of Thomaston. Admr c t. a
RELIABLE
radio
service,
free
estimates.
DRY hard fitted and Junk wood,
for these human beings. Proposal.' Thomaston was appointed Exr March
ESTATE EMMA W BRADFORD, late CHARLES D OOULD. 46 Masonic St .
her return today will be accompanied ron attended the Farm Bureau Tuos- Stone's relatives.
under cover, for sale W L. OXTON. West
First and Tel 326.
Mrs. Ruth McCartney of Rockland that involve two or more purpose* 17 1936 and qualified by filing bond of Friendship, deceased
46*48 Rockport. Tel. Camden 8011
43-tf
by her sisters. Miss Hortense B. Wil day at the home of Mrs. Nina CarMarch 27. 1936
Final account filed for allowance by
LADIES
—
Reliable
hair
goods
at
Rockis
visiting
her
sister.
Mrs
Alton
Wot

roll
in
Rockport
Alan
L.
Bird.
Ear
GREEN
fitted
hard
wood
for
sale.
—
are likely to be temporary. Old age
VIENNA A. MARTIN, late of Rockland,
son. who has been in Malden the past
land Hair Store. 24 Em St. Moll
M
orders also 5 H P Bull Dog engine with hoist
Helen Merry of Rocklaeid
ESTATE RICHARD A SNOW, late oil solicited. H. C. RHODES - Tel.
519-J
Mr and Mrs. Charles Foote and ton. for a short time.
assistance should be permanent and deceased.
winter, and Miss Edith Wilson, who
ing winch and drum We repair refrtgerawas appointed Exx . March 17 1 935, Rockland, deceased
Petition for Ad
40-tf tors. Now la the time to get them ln
Mr. and Mrs Willis Vinal of War- Independent."
without bond.
ministration asking that WUliam A.
comes fcr a week's recess from her son Charles of Connecticut have arOrlffin of Rockland, or some other
LAWN mowers sharpened—called for shape. Call 792. Havener's Ice Co. for
Attest:
rived
at
the
Maxcv
cottage
for
the
rfn
have
been
preparing
their
cot37-tf
Other candidates for the congres
suitable person be appointed Admr and delivered Prompt service. CRIE service,
CHARLES L VEAZIE. Register
teaching duties.
HARDWARE CO Tel 791. Rockland
41-S-47 with bond
BEST dry hard wood under cover;
Mr and Mrs. Alvah J. Lineken summer. Mr. Foote has been em- ta8f at Vinal s Point for summer oc- sional nomination ln this district on
fitted. <9; Junks. <9; soft wood and
ESTATE SADIE W YATES late of . ___________________________________
.
the Republican ticket are Zelma M Class, which she is chaperoning on Union deceased First account filed for
HOUSE painting and paper hanging slabs. |7; kindlings. T J. CARROLL.
motored to Portland Thursday re ployed at the Samoset for several cupancy.
allowance by Charles T Smalley. Admr ‘ done reasonably, contract or day work R F D . Thomaston. Tel 263-21 Dock
seasons
'
A F Campbell of New York has
cf Camden. J Clarence Leckturning home the following day.
the Washington trip.
first
class workmanship
40-tf
D. HEB- land
ESTATE SADIE W YATES, late of
been guest for a few days at the emby of Pittsfield. L. True Spear of
45*47
j Union deceased
Petition for distribu SELO REN Union.
Mr. and Mrs. Arshak Semarjian
C. E. Gregory, sexton of Glen Cove
FINE modern cottage on Georges River
Everett
Pitts
of
Framingham.
tion presented byr Charles T. Smalley.
at Wallston. 11 acres, fine bathing. 4
and son. Dean, of Boston arrived cemetery, has started seasonal clean home of Mr and Mrs Homer Mar- 1^15^ Frederick P. Bonney of Mass is spending a few days at the Admr
bedrooms Price right. A C Hocking
pe
r
.
J
shall
coming
here
to
conclude
the
R^eiey,
Arthur
B.
Lancaster
ol
Legal
Notices
Tel. 21-3 Tenant's Harbor 56-31.
40-tf
ESTATE
IVAN
E
CUNNINOHAM.
late
here Wednesday and* are house ing and clearing of that place,
home of Mrs. Josephine Wall.
of Rockland, deceased. Petition for Adsale
of
the
Campbell
wood
lot
to
R
Q
ar
diner.
and
Oeorge
Webber
of
Auguests of Mrs. Semarjian's sister and I manent improvements are made
ministration, asking that Anita H
FORECLOSURE NOTICE
Mrs Mabel Withee and Mrs. Inez | Cunningham ot Rockland, or some other
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Miss Margaret McKnight, director
By Rockland Woman
of the Knox County Association of
Rural Religious Education: has been
Mrs. Faith G. Berry, first vice presi
j earning on her activities ln the
MADE IN PORTLAND, ME.
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went
to
Swamp

tng departure* and arrival*, thl* depart
dent of the State Federation of Music
rural schools during a winter and
ment eepeclally deairea Information of scott Mass. Thursday, called by an
Clubs, Mrs. Dora Bird, director of the
•octal happening* partlea, mualcal*. ate.
] spring which has held many diffiNote* *ent by mall or telephone wUl be accident to her sister. She was ac
Rockland-Augusta district, and Mrs.
gladly received.
I cullies, chiefly traveling between
companied t;s far as Lynn, Mass., by
Lydia Storer, president of the Rubin-,
TELEPHONE__ _______________or TM
places. Her work is now pretty much
Mrs. Herbert Philbrook to visit rela
stein Club, motored to Lewiston Tues-!
lined up on a regular schedule, which
tives and friends in that city.
day to attend the spring meeting of j
Mr. and Mrs. 'William A. Holman
! follows;
the State executive board, in the I
of Portland are guests of Mr. and
Tuesday—Ash Point, 27 pupils;
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Ramsdell and
Philharmonic Club rooms, with that!
Mrs. E. E. Stoddard, Orove street,
Spruce Head. 16; Basslc, 13. Wednes
daughter, Miss Leah Ramsdell, went
clUb acting as hostess organization
for tbe weekend. They were ac
day. Pint Basin (Cushing), 21 pupils,
yesterday to Bangor to meet Frank
The 12th annual convention of the
companied here by Mrs. Clara 6t.
Broad Cove, 23; Pleasant Point, 15.
Reynolds of New York, who will be
Federation occupied the chief place’
Clair, also of Portland, to visit Mr.
and Lawry (Friendship) 13. Thurstheir weekend guest. Mr. Reynolds
in business sessions of both morning j
and Mrs. Fred Leach.
1 day, Long Cove. 23; Willardham, 12;
Is one of the Ramsdell Packing
and afternoon, and luncheon was]
Wheelers Bay and Clark Island, 61.
Senator □. E. Riley of Ottawa, Company's brokers.
served. There was also a dlscussioi
i
Two hundred and twenty four chil
Canada Is guest of his sister, Mrs
of National Music Week activities for
dren are thus contacted by Miss Mc
Chapin Class meets Tuesday night
Jessie Huntley. Llmerock street.
the week of iMay 3-9. Each club is
Knight.
with Mrs. Howard Dunbar as hostess.
being asked to direct activities in
I Eacii week she strives to guide the
Mr. and Mrs. O. D. Lermond who
keeping with the week in the respec
I pupils in religious and moral dcMrs. Azora Turner who has been
were In Sarasota, Fla., for thc win
tive communities. Mrs. Doris ScarI vclopment even as thc school teach
ter, stopped to visit Mr. and Mrs. with her sister-in-law. Mrs. Ochea
iott is chairman of the Rockland
ers arc guiding them in mental de,
Huston Long (Elda lermond) in Sldensparker, for the winter, Iras re
Miss Lotte McLaughlin, Rockland's district.
velopment. The study of arithmetic,
Portland on the way North. They are turned to her home ln Thomaston. beloved artist, accompanied by Mrs.
The convention will take place in
AND UP
history, reading and other subjects
now spending a few days with Mr.
,Faith Berry, and assisted by Miss Bangor May 14-16, the hostess club
Included in thc course of study are
Your
Old
Range
Takrn
in
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Huse
N.
Tibbetts
and
and Mrs. A. J. Nichols before going
bertha Luce, violinist, of Thomaston, to be the Schumann Club, Mrs. Al
Exchange
I very important, but alone they have
son Lynn Edward, of Houlton, are will be heard in a group of sengs and fred Morris Perry, president, and Mrs
to their home ln North Haven.
spending a few days with Mr. and the Easter Hymn from the opera Winfield F. Sawyer, 57 Elm street. [ Atlantic Ranges are available in j been proven insufficient for the
Black and AU Enamel Finishes
Mrs. P. Levendoski, Mrs. Violet Mrs. David Hodgkins and Mr. and “Cavalleria Rusticana," assisted by a Bangor, general chairman. Head
] moral strains under which the young
Dolam. Mrs, John Thompson. Mrs. Mrs. Ralph Tibbetts.
J people find theiqselves. Those who
EASY TERMS AS DESIRED
quartet and St. Bernard's choir under quarters will be at thc Bangor House,
1 are supporting the Rural Work are
Merle Hutchinson, and Miss Mar
/he direction of Aime Beaudoin.
with registration of delegates and en
garet Bowler won honors ln bridge at
I giving the boys and girls the op
Mrs. Oertrude Francis of Boston , This will be In conjunction with the rollment of members beginning at 2
the party given Wednesday after is visiting Mr. and Mrs. Sherman Musical Revue sponsored largely by p. m. on May 14. The official open- ]
portunity to become acquainted with
noon under the auspices of Auxiliary Rokes.
God from whom adequate strength
,St. Bernard's Sunday school and to ing will take place at 2.30. and at
to Anderson Camp. The next party
TEL. 980
and courage are available for every
be given at Park Theatre April 23. 4.30 Federation Tea will be served
will be the afternoon of April 22.
James Accardi has gone to New Miss McLaughlin, herself, the guest at the Y.W.CA. Building, for dele 313-325 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND moral strain.
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York for the spring school vacation. | artist, is an alumna ot this organi gates. members and guests. The
The
Sunday
School at Hope is
A. S. Peterson has been ln Port
zation.
Senior Clubs concert will be given at
meeting each Sunday morning at
Owing to conflicting Federation
land for a lew days on business.
An appearance of Miss McLaughlin 8.15 in the vestry of All Souls' Church,
CAMDEN
10:30.
The Junior-Intermediate.
activities, -he meeting of the Rock is always hailed by a great deal of each senior club being asked to con- ]
Miss Margaret Salmonds of the land-Augusta District of the Maine enthusiasm by the community; her tribute one number to the program ] Everett Grieve and Fred Crockett Christian Endeavor will meet Friday.
High Schorl faculty ls spending the Federation of Music Clubs, has been well known charm and gracious pres not to exceed six minutes. Names of have returned from a motor trip to April 17. after school.
The Sunday School at Clark Island
spring vacation at her home ln postponed from April 29 to date ence call forth an immediate re performers and compositions to be ] Florida.
which will be announced.
Winslcw.
sponse from a wide circle of friends used should reach Mrs. James M. J Mrs. Raymond Henderson is a observed Easter Sunday at 7:30. a
and needs nothing further than an Austin. 466 North Main street, Brewer, surgical patient at Community large and appreciative audience
The Auxiliary to Anderson Camp, announcement of her appearance.
showing their interest in the betys
Rounds Mothers Class met Thurs
Hospital.
not later than April 20.
day night at the Congregational met Wednesday, with an afternoon
Mr. and Mrs. Parker Dean of and girls of the Sunday school in the
On Friday business sessions will be
Mr. and Mrs. J. Harry Boynton at 10 and 2 at Symphony House. The Lincolnville were in town Thursday following program:
vestry. TTie tune was devoted to card party, circle supper in charge
Hymn by the school, “I Will Praise
sewing. Refreshments were served of Mrs. Farah Thomas, and thc who have been the guests of Mr and hall has an ergan and two pianos per- night to attend the recital given in
by the hostesses. Mrs Eugene Lamb. usual evening business session at Mrs. Stanley C. Boynton for the week ] mitting a musical program of note to St. Thomas parish house by the Thee. O God.'
The Lord's Prayer.
Mrs A. J. Murray and Mrs. Joseph which Mrs. Elizabeth Gregory was have returned to Lexington, Mass.
intersperse business items. The ban-1 pupils of Mrs. Ruth (Thomas)
taken Into membership. The next
Exercise by 10 primary boys and
Emery.
’ quet takes place at the Bangor House Collemer.
meeting will be May. 6.
girls—"The First Comers of Spring,"
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Nelson have at 7. at $1 25 per plate; reservations to
Mrs. Minnie Talbot has returned
Marilyn Baum. Ernest Swan. on.
taken apartments at 25 Beech street. , be sent to Mrs. Charles E. Tuttle. 61
Mrs George Blaney and daughters
from Milton. Mass., where she spent
I Mrs George Wooster ls entertain
Anna Lind. Vera Blomberg. Nellie
Alice and Marguerite, leave today to
Fourth
street,
Bangor,
by
May
13.
the winter.
ing the Car-'lnal Club this afternoon.
Maurice McKusick has returned to
Allen.
Nancy Weber. Dawn Magnu
visit Mrs. Blaney’s mother, Mrs.
There will be interesting speakers
The last meeting of the Twilight son, Wilbur Allen Jr.. Edith Chaples,
Stony Brook School, Long Island.
Charles Erskine, in Lowell, Mass.
at
all
sessions.
Hotel
information
'
Mr. and Mrs William T. White N. Y„ after spending the spring re
Twelve for the season was held and Hilda Swanson. Each child wore
have returned from a trip to New cess with hts mother, Mrs. Evelyn may be procured from Mrs. Preston Thursday night at the home of Mrs.
Mrs. Ella 8. Bird and daughter.
a bright cap to help tell their story.
Williams. 60 Larkin street. Bangor. 1
York and Ohio.
Margie Torrey, Jacobs avenue.
McKusick.
Miss Mary Bird, left yesterday for
Scripture reading—"The
First
Junior Day will be held May 16
New York, to sail Monday on the
Mt. Battie Lodge held a rehearsal Easter Morning," Selma Blomberg.
with
headquarters
at
the
Y.W.C
A
Miss Eleanor Tibbetts and Miss
Mrs. Ralph Lufkin Is visiting Mr.
£8. Monarch of Bermuda for a 10 Susan Spear left this morning on a
of the first and second degrees Hymn—"O Joyous Easter Morning.'
and Mrs. John Gifford i Norma Sessions 9 a. m., 2 p. m. Junior condays' sojourn ln Bermuda.
I scripture reading—"The Re-astest at 10.30 a. m. Junior luncheon! Thursday night.
trip to Savannah, to be gone two Hutchinson) in Saugus. Mass.
Joel
Keyes
Grant
Circle.
Ladies
of
| surance of Thomas," Harriet Johnat 12.30 at a very reasonable rate
weeks
Mr. and Mrs. Huston Long of
Capt. and Mrs. Ross L. Wilson of Mrs. Tuttle is also in charge of reser- ’ the G.AR„ met last night. Picnic , son.
Portland arc weekend guests of Mr
Thomas Smith Lawson and Miss Elgin, Ill., who are guests of Mr. and rations for the luncheon and should 1 lunch was served at 6 o'clock. The Anthem—"Rejoice for the Lord Is
and Mrs. A. J. Nichols.
Mary Beatrice Evers were married at Mrs Alex Wilson, Thomaston, were be notified rz>t later than May 14
ladles have accepted an invitation Risen.”
St. Mary's Church in Augusta. Mon- dinner guests Thursday of Mr. and
to attend the 31st anniversary of the
Scripture reading—“PauFs TestiMiss Mina E. Tower has gone to ' day. the ceremony being performed
T
H.
Marshall
Circle
Tuesday
in
Belmony
of thc Resurrection,” Dorothy
Mrs. Stanley C. Boynton.
NORTH HOPE
North Adams Mass , to spend the 1 by Rev. Thomas J McLaughlin. The
fast. Dinner will be served at noon Jackson.
spring vacation with her father and couple were attended by George F.
Mr and Mrs. Bert Witham IntcrSnow several inches deep and trees and a large number are planning to Hymn—'‘Christ thc Lord Ls Risen ”
j Exercise: "Silver Stepping Stones,”
other memoers of her family.
Tully, Jr. of Rutland, Vt. and Miss talned last night In honor of Mr. and drooping under a burden of snow attend.
Catherine Evers of Waterville. The Mrs. A. J. Bowers, who have been presented a beautiful sight Sunday, Mrs. Mabel Richards is confined to Ray Morse. George Baum Jr., Wilbur
Mr. and Mrs. Irl Hooper were groom ls a former resident of Ver making thetr home in the city the but what a morning for the Easter the house by illness,
j Allen Jr., Donald Johnson, Carl
recent guests of relatives tn Sargent- mont. now on the staff of the Central past nine months. It being Mrs. parade. On a hillsld? pastU'C here
' Carlson.
Leo Croo'er and Elmer Joyce werc
Maine Power Co.; the bride ls in the Bowers' birthday she was remem juniper bushes are making fine tents
vllle.
] Solo—"This Holy Hour" Miss Carra
in Augusta Thursday on business.
employ of L. E McRae.
bered with a nice gift, and a birthday for robins, bluebirds and sparrows
McKnight.
Mrs. Marion R. Dudley of New
Miss Janet Tapley of Junior High
cake made by Mrs. Randall Dyer of Seemingly every spot has its quota of
Exercise—"Lights Along the Way.”
American Legion Auxiliary' will Ash Point graced the supper table. feathered songsters—they pop out York city, a summer resident, is here Arlene Morrison. Beverly Magnuson,
School is spending thc spring vaca
for a few days.
have a party at Town hall, Owl's Honors at cards were won by Mrs.
tion at her home in Oakland.
Virginia Graves. Ray Morse, Selma
and in all over the hillside.
J Head. Wednesday at 7:30. with beano Bert Witham and Mr. Bowers. Mrs.
Knox Temple, Pythian Sisters Blomberg, Harriet Johnson, Maxine
Daniel Wentworth was dinner
Mrs. Daniel Chick entertained the cards, an entertainment, and danc
Bowers and son Bobbie leave the guest Easter Sunday of A. I. Perry meets Tuesday night. Work has Allen, Oeorge Baum Jr., Frances
officers of the Rockland Society for ing as diversions. The committee ln
coming week for North Carolina, Mr.
A surprise birthday party was re been arranged for the afternoon and Cavcn, Dorothy Jackson.
the Hard of Hearing Tuesday night. charge comprises Mrs. Minnie Smith,
Bowers to Join them when the Coast cently given Mrs. Clara Hall by a picnic lunch will be served at 6
Anthem—“Jesus is Victor," Marion
Mrs. Mary Veazie and Miss Blanche Mrs. Grace Kirk. Mrs. Mary Siso'clock.
Guard boat Kickapoo is transferred. group of friends.
Larson, Doris Cavcn, Shirley John
Raysor of Thomaston being special | talrc, and Mrs. Adah Roberts.
Mrs. Clarence Taylor entertains son, Doris Malmstrom. Alice Lind,
The family has made many friends
Mr. and Mrs. E Donald Perry and
guests. Honors in cards were won
son dined recently with Mr. and Mrs. the Lcnd-A-Hand Club Monday Marion Graves.
4
here.
by Miss Helen Carr of* Thomaston j Mr. and Mrs. Byron I. Wilson and
night.
A. I. Perry
Pageant—Pantomime, Tlic Way of
and Mrs. Gladys Thomas, and in son Ray. of Portland, called here by
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Young and
Maiden Cliff Rctekah lodge as the Cross, Edwin Baum, missionary;
anagrams by Mrs. Frank Hewett and the death of Henry Colburn, were
family have moved from Camden to sembles Wednesday night. Thc de Marion Graves, Alice Lind, Doris
Miss Raysor. Dainty refreshments visitors Friday at the home of Mr.
' the home of Mrs.' Young's parents. gree will be exemplified. A large Malmstrom.
Beverly
Magnuson,
and Mrs. John O. Stevens.
completed a delightful evening.
Mr. and Mrs W. E. Hall.
attendance Is desired as plans are Ma-'ion Larson, Arlene Morrison,
Miss Annie Rhodes who is teaching to be made for thc district meeting Doris Cavcn, as Followers of the
The annual banquet of thc Rubin
Mr and Mrs. Fred Trecartin and
'
here,
was a visitor last Saturday at May 14 at Tenants Harbor.
Way of thc Cross; Flo Gctchcll,
liece. Miss Earbara O’Neil, go today stein Club will take place Friday
.
Hope
Grange.
Frances
Caven, Virginia Graves, as
Comique
Theater
attractions:
Sun

April
24,
at
6
30
at
the
Universalist
x> Portland where they will be
Mrs. A. I. Perry was guest recently day and Monday, Lily Pons in "I new Followers; Reader, Harriet
lolned by Mr. and Mrs. Winfield vestry, and members and friends may
! of her daughter Mrs. R. L. Coosc in Dream Too Much;" Tuesday, "The Johnson; Interpreter, Dorothy JackRamsdell for a visit of 10 days in attend. Tickets at 75c each are pro
Searsmont. Other visitors at the Widow From Monte Carlo; “Get- j son.
□eorgetown, Conn, and New York curable from H. H. Crie Co. (Corner
Coose home were Mrs. Donald Smith. Rich-Nite, J49 given away; Wednes- , In the absence of the regular
Main and Oak streets) or Miss Winola
3tty.
! Mr. and Mrs Karl Wentworth of day and Thursday, Miriam Hopkins pianist guest pianists were Mrs. Ada
Richan at the Senter Crane Store;
Belfast and Mrs. Donald Fuller and and Joel McCrea In "Splendor."
Mrs. Hattie Davies who has been or reservations may be made with
Simpson of Thomaston and Miss
daughter Donna of Searsmont.
visiting her sister ln Waltham. Mass, Mrs. Lydia Storer, tel. 232-R not
Mrs. G. T. Hodgman entertains the Carra McKnight.
Donald Perry celebrated his first
since returning from her winter stay later than Wednesday, April 22.
C.CH. Club Thursday at Oreen
-----------------birthday
April 9 at the home of hts
in West Palin Beach and St. Peters Those attending banquet are privi
Gabies.
MOUNT PLEASANT
1
parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs
E
Donaid
burg. is expected home thc first of leged to remain for the evening con
Perry. Thc young host's guests wer"
Mrs. G. F Smith and daughter
the week. Capt. and Mrs. A. B. Nor cert to be presented by Les Camar
Plans for Srcrnd W inter Carnival
| his maternal grandparents, Mr. and
Cynthia who have been visiting Mrs.
ton who have occupied Mrs. Davies' ades Muslcaux of Bath.
At a meeting held at thc Y.M.C.A.
Mrs. Walter Bowden. Miss Constance
Smith's father. T. J. Carroll, has re
house during her absence will then
Wednesday
night plans were discussed
Bowden of Camden and Mr. and Mrs
turned to Eastport, where Mr. Smith
Theodore Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs.
return to their home at 34 Mechanic
A I. Perry, his great-grandparents for a Winter Carnival next year. ls employed as engineer at Quoddy.
Theodore Sylvester entertained sev- ;
street.
Hope Grange had a good attend Leaders elected for the project arc:
Miss Nora Taylor and grnndmother
eral friends Monday afternoon at his,
PRINTED
STATIONERY
ance last Saturday in spite of tlic President, Eugene Rich; vice presi of Rockland arc residing at Maurice
Miss Lucy Rhodes is ill at her home on Birch street to celebrate his,
storm. The Hatchet Mountain 4-H dents, Gec-jc W. Dyer; J. H. Hobbs; Carroll's home where Miss Taylor is
home on Cedar street.
fourth birthday. Games occupied ]
Note the quality!
Boys' Club furnished the entertain treasurer, T. J. French; secretary, employed as housekeeper.
Ann Marie, daughter of Mr. and thc afternoon, prizes in the peanut j
Large
Baronial
Sheets
of
fine,
ment. A demonstration on combat Francis Merchant; executive com
Everett KJander who recently
Mrs. Murray Whalen, celebrated her hunt being won by Arlene Cross and
smooth Vellum In Blue Ivory, Or ing Injurious insects was given and mittee, Dr. George W. Pullen, George bought thc Randall Simmons farm
second birthday Wednesday after in the donkey game by Esther Hall.
17ie H. Thomas. A E. Whltehill, E. H. from Bennie Munroe has converted
noon by entertaining several friends Arlene also danced to entertain thc chid or Green check. I.arge point several recitations enjoyed.
ed flap envelopes. Printed in Blue, young sons of County Agent Ralph Hall, J. Hugh Montgomery, Harold the building into a modern hen
ln a most charming manner. Re little folks.
Refreshments were
Brown, Green or Violet ink.
Wentworth were especially fine in Corthell. Don Rollins, Percy Keller. house.
freshments were served from indi served, the decorations being in keep
the presentation of musical selec
Mason Tolman ls ill at his home
vidual small tables, prettily decora ing with the Easter season. A favor
Note the quantity!
tions. The next day session of Hope
Dr. Campbell of Warren is attending
ted in pink and yellow. Each guest for each guest was sent from Wash-.
WADSWORTH
200 SINGLE SHEETS
Grange will be April 25 when a dele
him
was presented with a basket of dainty ington. D. C. by Teddy's aunt Miss j
TEA ROOM INN
100 ENVELOPES
gation from South Hope and Lin
candies and other favors, and before Mary Emery. Teddy had many nice
33 Union St. (Near the Arch)
OR
colnville Granges are expected as
each one was placed an Individual gifts including two birthday cakes.
CAMDEN, MAINE
TODAY
100 DOUBLE SHEETS
guests. The State lecturer, Hartley
birthday cake proudly bearing two The guests were Joan Edwards. Paul
KEN
MAYNARD
100
ENVELOPES
Stuart of Houlton will be present.
$1.00
candles. These were augmented by Halllgan. Warren Perry. Carol Kent.
in
Special
Dinner
Served
ice cream and animal cookies. Ann Sylvia Davis, Priscilla Starr, Esther
“HEIR TO TROUBLE"
SUNDAY,
APRIL
26
Only the home can found a state.
Marie's guests were Lynn Edward Hall, Arlene Cross and Harlan Syl12 Noon to 10 P. M.
—Joseph Cook.
Attractions Next Week
Tibbetts of Houlton, Dale Messer, vester. Mrs. Sylvester also enter
Oyster or Tomato Juiee Cocktail
Jacqueline Messer, Jeanlne Leach, tained some friends at the same time
FRIDAY
Fish Chowder
Earl Gowell Jr., Carl Moffitt, and those present being Mrs. Charles J
Cracker*
Pickles
‘TOO MANY PARENTS’
Postage 10 Cents Extra
Whole Lobster or Steak
Caroline Senter. Mrs. Murray was Emery, Mrs. Ida Tolman. Mrs. Alfred
Drawn Butter
F. F. Potatoes
assisted in serving by Mrs. Donald Starr, Mrs. Ruth Davis, Mrs. Edward j
With printing on Sheets
SATURDAY
New Cabbage Slaw
Messer and Miss Maerise Blacklng Cross and Mrs. 8ylvla Orindle.
and Envelopes
Hot
Rolls
Tea,
Coffee
or
Milk
‘
Mysterious
Avenger”
(They Are Tested)
ton, and while the party was tn
Dessert
with
April Only! Be sure to stock up
If you care to save 20% or more on
progress entertained the mothers.
Please write or telephone 628,
now for future use
Charles Starrett
your automobile Insurance insure
Camden, Maine
Same Management as Ocean ViewSpring is nere. Drive a clean car. with me in a 13 000.000 company . M
408 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
Tea Room
Washed for 79 cents at Fireproof Ga F. Lovejoy, 140 Talbot avenue, tel.
45-50
I06Q-J,
Rockland.
35-S
tf
rage,
40-W

RANGES

SNEAKS'
L-2

tk"7
odor*.
Keep* l«et
jS)cool.
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RMEN'S
F SIZES
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STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.

I

■i Venlil*t«d
| leather in-

Colors —- while, bfown and.blick

AIKiiitf, both oxiords

•nd high shoe*. Also complete line eTAthletic Footweer.

346 MAIN-ST., ROCKLAND^

MOPl THAN UN MILLION AMERICANS .WEAR' ENDICOTT IOHNSON SHOES

ITS TIME TO THINK ABOUT

AWNINGS
Added comfort and attractiveness
to your home at very low cost.
Ask us for an estimate

ROCKLAND
AWNING CO.

Year Round Lax-al Service

////jLJ
X

DDt7f
rMll

18 WILLOW ST. ROCKLAND, MU.
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eral term*, three
years to pay
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NEED RANGE OR FUEL OIL TODAY?
CALL US FOR
VERIFIED PRINTED METER SERVICE

Two Tickets Free To Each Theatre
First Prize—Mrs. Bertha Johnson, Lake Ave.

Second Prize—Barbara Wood, Limerock St.
SHOWING AT STRAND THEATRE
SUNDAY. MONDAY AND TUESDAY

Charlie Chaplin in “Modern Times”

M'lOON
SAUS
SERVICE
,r ,
rEirr
’itn^ttand
rinm
•*

•

21

rra/ireo

Mfiiufis.

t»eui/ice

REFRIGERATION - OIL HEATING ENGINtERS
DISTRIBUTORS
OF
FINEST
FUEL
OILS

LIMFRniH STREET

W

ROCKLAND. MAINE

SUNDAY-MONDAY-TUESDAY

The only man on earth who can
make the whale world laugh!

CHARLIE

April Special!

RYTEX
DOUBLE CHECK

MODERN TIMES
OP.ni... £2....I.; ..J
I, CHARLES CHAPLIN
* • f • a » • rf

tin

UNItfO AITIS1I

HOLIDAY PRICES
MONDAY MATINEE
Orch. 35c. Bal. 35. Children 10<

00

BRECK’S SEEDS

Crie Hardware Co.

The Courier-Gazette

PAR

NOW
PLAYING

“13 HOURS BY AIR"
with
FRED MacMl KRAY, JOAN BENNETT
Phone 892
Show*:
Matinee 2. Evg. 6.30, 8.30
Cont. Sat 2.00 to 10.30

\-
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Every-Other-Day

COMMITTEES NAMED

R

Warren Folks Getting Ready

EALM OF

For That Big Bi-Centen

Raiding the Civil Service
By Representative Frederick R. Lehlbach of New Jersey

nial Jubilee

Music
by Gladys St. Clair Morgan

A letter from our good friend.
"Boze.' reads: "In the issue of
April 9 I read that the Shakespeare
Society had just brought to a close
its 45th season, put up the shutters,
and will reopen for thp 46th in the
fall of 1936. It is worthy of note
that amid the many activities of our
1 present day and age. the Society has
been able to carry on. My first meet| ing with Wil! Shakespeare was about
I63 years ago. as in tlie Progressive
Fourth Reader we had for a reading
i lesson. ’A Court of Justice in Venice'.
(The 'Merchant of Venice' has rec
ently been banned from the schools
of New York Ctty.) I have had for
years two complete volumes of
Shakespeare, also seven volumes, the
Arden Shakespeare Series. (Heath's
English Classics.) and I read them—
Hamlet,' 'Macbeth,' 'Twelfth Night'
and others. I have seen many of
them played, but I never had the
pleasure of seeing any of the really
great actors play. I am enclosing
copies of old play bills, they may be
of interest to you. Best wishes for
the 46th season of the Shakespeare
Society."
• • • »
Tlie copy of the old play bills sent
by "Boze" reads:
"Boston Theatre—Corner Federal
and Franklin Streets. Boston. Mass..
Opened FOby. 3. 1794 ‘Romeo and
Juliet'. Sept. 26. 1796 N. B. The doors,
till Monday. Oct. 3. will be opened at
half-past five o clock, and the curtain
rise promptly at half-past six From
Oct 3 doors opened at five Curtain

the stories ol some of its men and
women. Mr. Vinal has reconstructed
those days. Poetry permits no pad
ding. and citen a poem is truly a
novel in its sharpest form. Such is
his narrative of Hurricane Island.
We would suggest that "Hurricane"
be added to the Marne shelves of our
Public library. It should have
special Interest for the librarian.
Miss Wini'.red Coughlin, whose gifted
aunt and others of her family have
a wealth of anecdotes and recollec
tions brought firm the days when
the island yielded a good days pay J
to the hammers of the stonecutters

The bt-centennial celebration of the!

Wlth cruel directness. the^Ne?

settlement of Warren has been set Deal has raided the Civil Service ln
for July 30 and 31. it was announced every branch of the Government and
this week The committees of the has systematically evaded all predifferent departments will be headed tense of merit administration ln the
new agencies created by Presiden'
by Chester O. Wyllie. well known in
Roosevelt's laws and Executive Or
this section as tenor, who so success ders.
fully directs the choruses at the WarGovernment employees with 10. 15.
ren Baptist Church. Mr Wyllie also 20. even 30 years of service have been
is a descenaent ot the nrst Alexander rooted out of their Jobs to make way
Lermond. who drew lot No 4 in the for Party workers
drawing of lots in 1736 for the settle-| The morale of the whole Federal
ment of the Upper St Oeorges as service has been undermined. ForWarren was then known.
merly. the Civil Service rules an 1
This family back in the early days regulations were a protection to conof town history had mills on Oyster scientious workers. Now. all these
River. It also is interesting to note protective rules and regulations are
that Mary, daughter of Alexander i swept aside
Urmond M of the Mme fMmny. was
This raiding of the classified Civil
the wife of Cyrus Eaton, beloved his-1 Service personnel has been going on
torian of Warren and neighboring! systematically, and with great in
towns Miss Edna F. Boggs, presi tensity. for more than three years.
As a member of the Civil Service
dent of the Warren Woman's Club
which is sponsoring the celebration., Committee of the House, who served
is chairman of the committees from J for 14 years as chairman. I have
the club Mu>* Boggs is aiso of the
sixth generation removed from one - -------------------------------------------- of the first settlers of Warren, the
first Samuel Boggs.
A. B. Crocker
Mr Boggs drew lot 43. but the only
farmer ln the group, was dissatisfied
with the soil thereon, and was per
In talking with a man whose busi
mitted to change for a lot on the
ness takes him to the University
western side of the Oeorges River,
above the sites chosen for mills by Muvum frequently, and who sees the
Samuel Waldo. He asked for two lots glass flowers, he remarked, "To me.
adjoining for his sons and these were they are a cold-blooded proposition "
granted. These lots were the farthest "In what respect?", I asked. .
up the river, since the Indians had
"There is no life, no warmth in
pointedly and emphatically forbidden
them,
they are unlike the natural
the whites to go up river further than

seen the Civil Service grow and ex
pand under every Administration.
But in March. 1933 the whole
process was reserved. The New Deal
began to tear down a system of merit
administration which had been la
boriously built up over a period of 50
years since the Pendleton Act of
1883
The New Dealers have added more
than 250 900 people to the direct full
time Federal payroll. But the num
ber of Civil Service employees does
not eual one to every 100 new payrollers.
In addition, they have added an
other 200 000 part-time or per diem
workers They have also rooted out
approximately 70.000 employes in the
older agencies, to make way for po
litical friends of the New Deal dic
tatorship
All this means that approximately
560.000 Jobs have been made available
to the spoils managers of the New
Deal.

A recent cm mt nt from an O. O
McIntyre countn says that "The
marriage o! Winfield R Sheehan
and Mima Jeritza. the opera star,
has proved a donustlc triumph that
woul-* delight even Kathleen Norris.
HAPI”)' HOPE FARM
Afte tiieir European honeymoon,
they ieturoed to the telephoneless
/\ Commentary On Spring
ranch luus? Sheehan had built in
Hidden Valley, a" hour's motor drive
Styles Creeps Into Our
from Les Angeles. Sheehan is out
Correspondent
’s Story
ev?-y day cnopp'.dg trees and watch
ing his chicken incubators. And
Ed'tor of Thc Courier-Oazette:—
Jeritza in suntonnet. putters about
We never saw a more wintry land
the garden. Their small dinner
scape than that which dawned on
partiei arc fulkrey affairs, where
ever/Ovdy I* playing games and is
our vision on Easter morning, April
called upon for some special stunt.
12. year 1936 We felt We ought to
And Jeritza contributes at least one
wish the family Happy New Year!
song. Austria recently sent her four
Walking to tho Warren railroad sta
milk-white ponies."
the tide waters, and had blazed a tree flowers in that regard True, they
tion. we saw most beautiful winter
on the shore as a boundary line. A are perfect from an artistic standbranch of this same Boggs familv point, perfect in coloring and detail, landscapes. At the head of South
served with Washington at Valley and for the student they are valuable, Pond, where it empties into Meadow
six."
Forge.
brook, the graceful white birches bent
but I cannot enthuse over them."
The committees appointed are:
"I never thought of them in that beneath a fluffy burden of snow and
“Edwin Booth's First Appearance
Ipvitation—Miss Tena McCallum. light, but I never visit the Museum.
every little shrub and bush was out
O Dudley Oould. Miss Annie Starrett. to see them when flowers are in
on Any Stage. Boston Museum Mon
Oscar A Copeland. Hilliard Spear bloom out of doors." was my an lined in white against the back
day Ev'ng. Sept 10. 1849 Richard
ground of the pond. Fir and hem
and Austin K Kalloch.
IT' Or—'The Battle of Bosworth
swer to that.
lock trees stood like dark sentinels,
Publicity—Mrs. Alena Surrett. Mrs
Field.' iBy William Shakespeare)
Art never takes the place of nature
Chester Wyllie, Fred P Watts and
Duke of Olostvr afterwards King.
with me. I would rather visit my with drooping arms heaped high with
Mr Booth: Tressel. Edwin T Booth; They come forth (ram the darkno. and Roger Kelloch.
swamp when the cowlipe are In glistening flakes. But over and
thetr sails
Sports—Herbert K Thomas. Horace
(his first appearance on any stage)
Gleam for a moment only tn the
bloom than visit even the flower through all this vision of winter's
Maxey. Abbott Spear. Fred Bucklin,
blaze.
Pe rforman ?e 7'- o'clock. Museum
show. There I get the whole picture charm, came clearly and sweetly the
And eager faces as the light unveils
Dr A. H St Clair Chase. Charles
opens at 64 o'clock. Admission to
Gaze at the tower and vanish whUe
the water, the trees, the plants, the note of spring—the Joyous trill of t
they gaze
Museum and entertainment 25 cents. I
Overlock. Arnold Robinson. Howard
blue sky and bright sun overhead— song sparrow.
A limited number of seats may be The sea-btrd wheeling round It, with A Welch. Jr., Mrs Elmer Jameson. all go to make up the picture, and I
With so much snow, straw hats
the din
Jr. Miss Eula Skinner. Mrs Walter
obtained during the day at 50 cents."
Of wings snd solitary cries.
am alone. No crowd milling about seemed out of place, so the old felt
snd maddened by the light Starrett. Dr Charles O. Dalrymple
(Mr Booth was Junius Brutus Booth, Blinded
within.
_ ,
. _
. ___ „ . me. no foul air, nothing to take my went with me te church. And in the
Gashes himself against the glare and Leslie A Packard. Forrest Spear and
•
father of Edwin Thomas Booth.)
attention away from the picture, just congregation I noted that many of
die*.
Harlow Brown.
• • • •
By Henry W Longfellow
“me and Mother Nature." That Is ny sex were of a like mind, though
Antique Exhibit—Mrs. William Bar
Orace Noll Crowell. American poet..
why I am a nature crank though a here and there a spring bonnet ap
rett. Mrs P D Starrett. Miss Harriet
Saddlebark Ledge
who has given untold help and cheer
peared. like bright flowers among
dweller In the city.
We are home once more after 16 Stevens. Miss Susan Stevens. Mrs E
in her poems, has a new collection
more
sember foliage. But whatever
I visited my swamp March 31. and
__ _____
_____of„
________
just
out, "Light
the
Years." ____
Auto- days' leave spent ln Lubec. On our B Clark. Mrs William Barrows. Mrs. found the cowslips there in greatj our raiment, our hearts were lifted
, graphed copiesmay be obtained by ^ourneJ' there we found the roads very Oscar A Copeland. Mrs Edwin Nash. profusion, some even had blossomed. 1 up from the Joy of being in the Lord's
I writing her at 719 Lowell. Dallas. ! rou6h and cross roads muddy. As Mrs John Smith Fogg. Charles Fos which ts very early for them. I was ' house on Easter day. to listen to the
|Texas: price $150
Autographed ™anv a-s four care were mired and ter. Clarence Peabody
there March 20 and there were no j cld yet ever new Easter message, and
Pageant—Mrs Willis R Vinal. Miss
'photoprint with each book. Her left on the road to Quoddy Head, and
cowslips, and only one purple hood j to feast our eyes on the beauty of the
Frances Spear. Mrs. Oeorge Newbert.
previous collections are: White Fire, on March 20 the school bus was dltof the tetod's faetldus visible, but on stately lilies
Speaking again of feminine rai
(Silver in the Sun. Flame in the Wind. continued for one week on the South ^rs J,ne Andrews. Mrs. W H Rob- the second visit the swamp was full
Lubec road.
lnson. Miss Lillian Russell. Mrs RobSongs for Courage, and Bright Des
of them. The growth Is so thick now ment. did you ever before see such a
Neal D Bousfield. substituting for ert Waiker- Mrs Benjamin Watts.
tiny (Texas Poems.) Mrs. Crowell's
ln the swamp that it is almost im mixture of styles as are presented to
Rev. O J. Ouptill of the Sunbeam. Mrs Uura Surrett, Mrs Fred
! poems which often appear in Good
possible to see into it for any dis us this season? Here's a hat that
Housekeeptn’. Christian Herald, and called on us at South Lubec. Pleas- Mathews. Mrs. Parker McKellar. Mrs tance, but with my field glasses and ; locks like a platter heaped high with
Ellis Spear. Jr, Rev Howard
other well known periodicals have ure as well as surprise greeted hls
taking time I manage to get quite a i bright flowers, another perched high
Welch, and Rev H. L Holt.
arrival.
All
keepers
and
those
in
the
on the head, has a low crown that
been translated into many languages.
Pageant Grounds—Edwin E Gam- good view.
looks as though it had been flattened
Out of her own experience as an Coast Guard service received a visit
On
my
last
visit
I
noticed
somemon and Dana Smith. Jt.
i invalid over many years, she has from him. including Mr and Mrs
Parking and Policing—Elbert Star-1thtn* jumping from hummock to by the tomato adhering to one side
Ssent inspiration and courage to many Leon Minsey, formerly of the Coast rett. Charles Ring. Percy Bowley and hummock but whatever it was moved of Its top. One style shows the head
Guard service.
i others to rise above illness, trouble,
so quickly I had hard work to pick tied up with a paisley shawl and a
Mrs. Wells, accompanied by Mr and Clifford Overlock.
wide brimmed, crownless hat toppinj
.and difficulties.
Mrs. Herbert O'Brien took me tv! Transportation—Oscar E Starrett. it up with lhe glasses Finally I got
two bronze black birds which looked all. As for gowns, here's one with
Bangor, from which point I mad**; Program—Frank D. Rowe. Willis
as large as crows through the glasses, plain tailored waist and a skirt vo
And speaking of poets. The
R Vinal and T V. Mathews.
the trip to Rockland by bus.
luminous with yards of fine tucke 1
Stephen Daye Press ot Brattleboro.
Concessions—Fred Mathews. Virgil but I found that actually they were cloth. Another gown has yards in
Tender Ilex has placed a whistling
about
the
size
of
robins.
They
'Vt., announces with pride the publi
buoy on Saddleback Shoal one-half Hills. Fred O. Jameson. A. V Mcwalked in the water and would grab the sleeves and a form fitting skirt.
cation of a Maine Coast narrative
mile east of the (Light. It makes fine Intire.
Haile Selasie capes vie with Musso
poem. "Hurricane." by Harold Vinal. music for us.
Picture Exhibit—Mrs Otho Thomp a bill full cf plant Ufe and shake it
like a terrier does a rat. I never saw lini military coats. Here's a gown
of New York and Vinalhaven. With
Our telephone line is out of com son. Mrs. John Robinson. Mrs. Anthe announcement is this note: “In mission as the cable is parted We geline Oreenough. Mrs. Oscar E them before. Those and some crows copied from monk's attire and here's
were the only’ birds I saw on that another with dainty puff sleeves and
1931 Steph-n Daye Press published hope the repair boat straws up soon, Surrett.
a belt that appears to be a length of
Salt of Vermont by Walter Hard. We for we keenly miss this connection
Finance Committee—Mrs. Dana visit.
rope confiscated from a sailor's dory.
Recently
as
X
was
wandering
have waited five years for the book with the mainland.
Smith, Sr, Mrs. Chisie Trone. and
through the Fells two birds flew by , Why a nautical belt on a dainty
of poetry v'hioh, in our opinion,
Alexander Alley is on a 16-day leave Oeorge W. Walker.
shepherdess dress? Have our stylists
would as truly and entertainingly at Beals.
Music—Chester Wyllie. John Rob- me and I couldn't classify them. 11 lost their sense of beauty and har
found out ai Harvard that they were I
catch the rtmosphere of a part of
Oood luck to readers and wrlters' inson, Roger Teague, Mrs. Sidney
flickers. There were four or five j mony. or is it Just plain common
New r-ngiand. and we have found it of our column.
i Wyllie and Mrs. Leroy Norwood.
sense they’ve mislaid?
at last in Hurricane. Harold Vinal
• • • •
; Decoration—Ellis Spear. 3d, 8idney urchins there at the same time. You j There's not much one can do out
knows his Maine Coast as well as
W Vinal. Mrs S A. Watts and How- know the kind-eight or nine years
Portland Head
of doors on the farm until warmer
Walter Hard knows his Vermont
°ld*
blue overa11 kindNow we know spring is here for ard Norwood.
days come. The flood waters are
Ball—W. H. Robinson. Clarence1 spokesman said to me, “What was
Hills."
sure, with ball games galore.
slowly receding from the Intervale.
Miss Elizabeth Sterling of Peaks gpear Emerson W. Perkins. Miss Mar-i them birds, Mister?"
“Hurricane" is a narrative of the
Here and there a frog peeps, but it
“I don't know. I will have to find
Maine Coast told in poetry. It Is Island was dinner guest Mondav eve- jorie Spear. Miss Katheryn Peabody
doesn't sound like hts usual cheery
the kind of story, close to the earth ning at the home of her aunt. Mrs and Miss EtU L Surrett.
out," I replied.
song. Rather does he say. “Cold!
Information—A. P. Gray. Herbert
"Mister, I seen a robin here the
yet high In drama, which has made R. T. Sterling.
cold! so cold!" Mrs. Blue bird has
Maine so prominent in contemporary
Mr. and Mrs W. C. Dow visited the L. Kennlston, Douglas Gray. Charles other day as big as this." and he
definitely decided she will not build
Trone and Harlan Spear.
j stretched hts arms out.
(literature and in the lists of "best Sterlings Sunday.
in the new house, and we see them
Ouest Reservation Committee— "O'wan," I said, “that was a
Arthur Harlow called Tuesday cn
sellers". The difference is that the
only occasionally.
The swallows
author chooses to let his story take F. O. HiH.
Mrs. Elmer Jameson. Sr.. Elmer Jame- pheasant."
haven't arrived yet. Blue heron is
R. T. Sterling attended church son. Sr.. Mrs. C. S. Coburn. Mrs. Al"Oh. I thought ‘twas a robin."
its natural form; he is one of the
here and the ospreys.
few outstanding poets who has not services Sunday at the Williston bert Peabody. Mrs. Wilder Moore and Some of you readers who have
Nancy M Savage
Mrs. Clifford M. Spear.
reached the three-score and ten
felt the urge to become a "novelist.” Church in Portland.
Mrs. Hilt, Mrs. Sterling, Robert
As plans are made it may be neces- mark, might have had. as I did, "The
Mr Vinal's publishers long believed
that he was holding back something Sterling. Jr., and Willard R. Hilt at- sary t0 add more committees from Progressive Fourth Reader." in which
HE’S BVT A BOY
better than the poetry for which he tended Keiths last Saturday after time to time, before the celebration one lesson was “The Love of Flow
(For The Courler-Oazette)
He's but a boy
is known. For that reason he was noon. There was standing room only. takes place. The chairmen of any of I ers.” H. W. Beecher said. "Blessed
But wait and »ee:
urged to complete this chronicle of as everybody was out to see Shirley the above named committees will be he who really loves flowers. Who
In forty years
What he wlll be.
his part of the Maine Coast. It is Temple on the screen in "Capt welcome suggestions of information loves them for their own sakes, for
their beauty, their associations, the
In forty years
seldon that a publisher pursues a January."
at any time.
What he wlll be:
Oood Timers met Wednesday with
Persons who may wish to donate joy they have given and always will
poet, begging to take full risk in the
Depends perchance
On you and me.
success or failure of his book, so this Mrs. F. O. Hilt for the day. The cash for the bi-centennial, may do so give. But such persons need no bles
usual routine was followed. The next with any member of the finance com sing of mine. Are they not clearly
It's character
in itself Is important literary news.
That makes life great;
Hurricane, an island in Penobscot meeting will be at the home of Mrs mittee which includes Mrs. Dana the owners of the world and the
And boyhood years
Determine fate
Smith, Sr., Mrs. Chisie Trone or richest of all mankind?"
Bay. like many others along the coast R. T. Sterling.
Robert Sterling. Jr., is attending a j George W. Walker.
N. C. C 2
So let us then
once yielded a good day's pay to the
Battle the wrong:
hammers ot the stonecutters. A dancing party tonight at the Portland j Those who have rooms to let or will Somerville, Mass., April 11
And help the boy
Country Club. Two hundred invita-j serve meals on those dates may get
Be
brave and strong.
village thrived there; Yankee blood ’
mixed with Slavic; granite and com- I tions were issued.
their information to Mrs. Elmer Jame natives of Warren out of town or out
Let us live out
Christs precepts true;
son. Sr., chairman of the Ouest Reser of the State may plan their vacations
merce together built a community. '
That boys likewise
The same may do.
vation committee or any member of to coincide with those dates.
When commerce left, this granite
My road leads me sea
The committees have set about
the same committee that the list may
island settled back into the quiet I wards to the white dipIn comradeship
And noble deeds;
making those dates a truly hospitable
be made up early.
barrenness which is now enjoyed [ ping sails. —John Mase
Let's be the friend
field
That each boy needs
The
invitation
committee's
work
Old
Home
Week
especially
to
former
mostly by cheep. It is one of many j
—Henry Felton Huse
townsmen.
will
of
necessity
be
done
early
that
North
Haven
markers of bygone days. Through
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AT CASTINE NORMAL

ELMER ALLEN S CHAT

Deputy Commissioner Edward E
Roderick was the principal speakei
at the Boston Alumni Association of
the Eastern State Normal school
banquet at the Copley Square Hotel
April 4 Miss Mary B Bills Princi
pal W. D Hall. Miss Helen Oilman
represented the faculty. Miss Natalie
Nason was the delegate from the stu
dent body. Miss Nason spoke on the
student activities of the school and
Miss Oilman described the new little
theatre project. Robert Corthell.
'37. son of the retiring president N. B
Corthell played a trumpet solo.
Officers elected for the ensuing year:
President. Walter W. Dickson. '00.
Winthrop. Mass; vice president M
Winnifred Mehann. 06. Boston;
treasurer. Frank E Poland. ‘01; Mal
den; secretary. M. Jennie Oreene. '08
Everett: executive committee Julia
Chase. '01. Everett; Mabelle E CarIon, 08 Newton Center: Ethel M
Crook. TO. West Medford. Mass.
• • •

How They Used To Auction
Off Schoolteachers — A
Sea Yarn

THE HOME GARDEN
Timely Information For Home
Gardeners Prepared By Mem
bers Of tbe Faculty Of the Uni
versity Of Maine—No. 1
“One of the good habits of modern
times is the salad habit " says Miss
Leone Dakin. Extension foods spe
cialist, University of Maine.
Most of us have learned in recent
years how useful it is to our health
and dispositions to eat plenty of
fruits and vegetables, both raw and
cooked. Those foods are so generous
with their minerals and vitamins,
and what more effective and appe
tizing way of putting them Into our
meals is there, than in the form of
salads
Just a plate of crisp lettuce and
endive with a few thin slivers of
crisp cucumber on top. all dressed
with tart French dressing, is a fa
vorite.
There is such a large variety of
salad greens which may be grown in
our gardens, that It Is almost a prob
lem to know which seeds to buv.
Among those listed as being espe
cially good for use in salads are let
tuce. endive, cabbage, dandelion,
celery, chard, chicory, escarole. cress
onions, parsley, spinach, leek. Chi
nese cabbage, and some others as
delicious But less common.
Horse-radish greens when mixed
with tomatoes and a mild green such
as lettuce make a salad you will want
to appear on the menu more than
once in a season.
To vary the salad base, remember
there are many attractive greens be
sides lettuce that may be used. En
dive Is sometimes called the Beau
Brummel among salad greens then
there is chicory, escarole. watercress.
Chinese celery or cabbage, any cf
which make a good salad base.
Many greens, when canned or
cooked, are used cold in different
salad combinations, so when planting
salad greens in the garden we must
put ln enough seed to allow enough
for canning for winter use. as well ns
for the fresh, crisp summer salads.
The garden budget recommends 80
feet of row of gieens per person,
meaning that if wc have just one
kind—like spinach that will not grow
up to be picked a second time—wc
should plant 80 feet of row for each
member of the family. However. If
we have a variety 6f cultivated ones,
supplemented by such wild greens as
dandelion, fiddleheads, sorrel, or
others we would regulate the amount
of greens in the garden accordingly
But be sure to have enough for in
teresting salads the year around.

The honor roll for the mid-semes
ter ranking period just closed carried
the names of the five highest rank
ing students in school in scholastic
order: Venora Stinchfleld '37. Pros
pect: Mrs Sarah Tweedie. '37. La
moine; Mildred Smith '38. Bucksport;
Martha Crltchell , 37, Bucksport;
and John Roberts 37. Belfast. Oth
ers attaining recognition were Made
line Dodge, 37. Easton; Edith Fitz
patrick. 37. Stoning'.an; Margueri;?
Mehann. Old Town; Ruby Littlefield.
38. Guilford; Phyllis Smart. 38 La
grange.
• • • •

The calendar of events for the
next few weeks is well filled. April
24 the local Lions Club assisted by
the school is presenting a benefit en
tertainment. A conference of the
superintendents of schools in this
vicinity Is to be held here on April
29. The Dramatic Club presents a
three-act comedy on April 30 and
May 1. and is sponsoring a one-act
play exhibition to which 20 High
Schools have been invited, to be held
Friday afternoon and evening May
8. Invitations are being issued to
nearby High Schools to send repre
sentatives to the girls' play day May
16 Hancock County Schoolmasters
Bestocca will be held at Castine
May 22.

WE BUY

OLD GOLD
CLARENCE E. DANIELS
JEWELER
370 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND

Editor of The Courler-Oazette:
Here is an account of a district
school meeting held ln this town in
1887 when the district system was ln
use. The clerk made up the minutes
oi all meetings during thc year. The
agent hired all the teachers and set
their wages, while the boarding of
teachers was arranged by bid.
At thia session the agent instead
of the clerk called the meeting to
order. Clouds of tobacco smoke
obscured the chairman at times.
Hand lamps and lanterns were on
several desks and occasionally some
one would tip his light tn order to
get a good view of the presiding of
ficer. The warrant was read and
the m Oder a, or unanimously chosen.
Mr Oorden was elected clerk with
two votes to spare. Election of
school agent was next and resulted
tn the chiice of Mr. Beatty. (Mr.
Smiley moved that the teachers be
set up at auction (he meant boarding
them). Mr. McDuff. a sailor, offered
an amendment that the teachers
board where they please. The amend
ment was lost 10 to 8 The original
motion was carried amid great ap
plause.
The moderator stood up and said.
"How much am I offered? Grub's
cheap. You all have plenty of dry
fish and potatoes." Mr. McDuff was
the lowest bidder—$2 for the sum
mer and $3 lor the winter teachers.
Mr Wallberg was the lowest bidder
on dry, soft wood fitted for the stove
and piled in the woodshed for $4 a
cord. The moderator then swore in
thc clerk. The agent refused to be
worn. He modestly said, "I don't
Wear."
On motion of Mr. Beatty, it was
voted "that we break in no more
new teachers." The above names are
fictitious and those pioneers have all
died.
• • • •
This sea syarn was told me by a
prominent seafaring man.
Sch.
Pyrus Chamberlin was in a Southern
port loading big timber for Boston.
The last stick taken aboard through
the port was about 60 feet long. The
stevedore could get it only half way
ln and couH neither take it out nor
move it either way.
, Word was sent to the captain who
replied, ’’Calk it in solid, so it won't
leak. This vessel sails today."
My informant said. "Believe It or
not. it's the truth."
This vessel was last on Nantucket
Shoals. Her lime cargo eaught fire.
Elmer E. Allen
Tenants Harbor, April 14

